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The Report of the Law Library
July l, 1982- June 30, 1983
Myron Fink, Law Librarian

In the Report of the Law Library 1981-82, plans were described to join
with th~·uN'f.! Gene;al Library in developing a Circulation/Inventory System
to be installed at both libraries.

These plans were implemented this past

year in the following significant ways:
1.

We loaded into the System all of the records for which we had

computer records (about 60% of total library holdings or 25,000 titles
cataloged in OCLC since 1976).
2.

We labeled manually some 35,000 items corresponding to the above

"25,000 titles.
3.

We entered into the system all cataloging of new acquisitions in

the past year.
4.

We entered into the system all titles cataloged prior to 1976

which were borrowed by patrons last year.
All of the above work was handled by regular library faculty and staff
in Technical Services with some help from supervisors at the Circulation Desk.
It was a lot of work well done by a conscientious team of workers.
Because of problems in the

sys~em

at the General Library, the target

date for implementation at our Circulation Desk now appears to be the
summer of 1984.

This also depends on getting additional money to install

telephone lines and purchase terminals.

This past year, our Law Library decided to adopt the OCLC Serials
Sub-system after Jerry Phillips, Assistant Technical Services Librarian, was
able to observe and evaluate such systems in four other libraries.

Presently

only a handful of libraries in the United States are using this system, none
of them law libraries.

Adoption of the subsystem here will make us the very

first law library to do so.
Our pioneering in this phase of law library automation is a reflection
of the positive, innovative attitude of Mr. Phillips. We are convinced that
the OCLC Serials Subsystem can make important contributions to our library's
bibliographic control, e.g., check-in of serials, automatic claiming, bindery
control and union listing.

Implementation of the system was begun this sum-

mer and is expected to develop rapidly.

Our Special Collections Librarian, Susan Weeks, continued her excellent
work this past year by building on the core collection in Mexican law begun
the previous year.

At a modest cost of $6500, $3000 of which was supplied

by the UNM Latin American Institute's Library Subcommittee, our library now
has a basic collection on Mexican law supplemented by Mexican serial publications which will keep us current with respect to new judicial decisions
and new legislation.

Ms. Weeks is typical of the many fine librarians and

staff members who have made distinctive contributions to the Law Library.
She will be leaving to attend the UNM Law School this Fall and our hope is
that we will be able to continue this very productive association.
Together with special collecti9ns in American Indian Law and in Land
Grant Law, the Latin American Law Collection is designed to serve the needs
of specialized groups of students and scholars in the law school and university community.

Each is distinctive with its own policy for acquisitions,

classification and shelf location.

One of the jobs that Ms. Weeks performed

so well these past three years was as a liaison person to potential users
who might not otherwise know about these resources.
needs to be continued in the years ahead.
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This outreach work

•'·
Since Ms. Weeks will not be replaced in 1983-84 because of budget limitations, her duties will be perfo.rmed by other members of the library faculty
and staff.

Of particular interest in the coming year for the American Indian

Law Collection are plans to construct a museum-type display case and to become a repository for American Indian Tribal Codes (with the help of the ·
American Indian Law Center).

During the past year ·an exhaustive effort was made to come to grips
with continuing serials/periodical expenditure deficits.

I.. called to the

attention of the Dean of the Law School serious anticipated deficits and
prepared an extensive "Report of Cost Cutting Options in the Law Library"
(Exhibit A attached to this part of the Annual Report).

After consultation

with the Dean, it was decided that several of the options would be acted upon
after consultation with the Law Faculty while others would not be pursued
because they would seriously undermine the primary mission of the Law School
Library.

For example, savings of roughly $5200 were instituted by discon-

tinuing certain law review subscriptions in the Faculty Library and commonwealth serial services on the lower floor.

In addition, we were given a

green light to introduce a "surcharge and a processing fee" for lost books
and to increase the billing rate charged profit-making law firms.
In the longer view, perhaps the most important action resulting from
the ''Report of Cost Cutting Options'' was the impetus given to the formation
of an on-going Serials Review Project.

Four members of the Refer.ence Center

staff joined with the Law Librarian this past year to establish guidelines
for a periodic and continuing review of serials and periodicals and to rank
the great bulk of serials in a hierarchy so that future decisions on renewal
or cancellation could be readily made,·

In connection with this, a procedure

for law faculty review of low ranked serials/periodicals was instituted and
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appears to be working well,
I have attached to this Report (Exhibit B) which describes a study done
by Professor Bardie Wolfe, now Law Librarian at Pace University, comparing
the acquisitions costs and permanent additions in 29 law schools (including
New

~1exico)

in 1970-71 and in 1980-81.

I would like to call attention to

three comparative figures for New Mexico:
1.

Whereas, in 1970-71, New Mexico had the lowest "volumes added",

by 1980-81
2.

it had climbed to well over the average in the group.

The "Percentage Increas: in· Size of Collection" for New Mexico

was one of the highest of'the law schools.

3.

The "Average cost per volume" added for New Mexico was among the

lowest of the law schools.
I think these comparisons both reflect the favorable growth of the
New Mexico collections relative to other law schools and the conscious effort
over the years to get value for our book dollar.
There are some bright spots in the above efforts to cope with inflation
and lagging budgets.

The Law Library received bio gifts from the UNM Law

School Alumni in fiscal year 1982-83: a gift of $3000 to cover the annual
upkeep cost of eight practitioner-type services in the library and an allocation of $30,000 in the Spring of 1983, a gift that covered the bulk of the
deficit incurred this year for Seriqls/Periodicals. Also, despite a Univer'

sity-wide freeze on budgets, the Law Library will receive an additional
$20,000 for Books/Serials in 1983-84. These responses were most heartening
and welcome.

In particular, the continuing commitment and excellent support

by the Law School Dean and Faculty is much appreciated by the Law Library
Faculty and Staff.

The Serials Review Project is an example of a cooperative effort by
4
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members of the Reference Center and the Law Librarian.

There were also this

past year r]o.t·iceable shifts in focus and important assumptions of responsibility by individual members of the Reference Center, most noticeably in
project work undertaken by Pat Wagner and Richard McGoey, the teaching duties
of Richard Bowler and in the Legal Research Lawyer Service proposal which
~las

investigated and evaluated by Lorenzo Barela.

These added activities

and the increased demands made on the Reference Center for LEXIS training
was somewhat counterbalanced by an additional W/S student to help with looseleaf filing.
I am pleased to report that Professor Bowler received a favorable midprobationary review this past year.

His work in the Reference Center continued

to be exemplary in all respects.

Despite heavy turnover in clerical positions and the hiring freeze, the
Circulation Department staff continued to provide a high-quality service.
Most significant was the reclassification from LTA II to LTA III of Loren
Hines who became an operations manager directly responsible for all W/S
students at the Circulation Desk. This has made it more possible for Ken
Shoemaker, Circulation Head, to·work.under less pressure andto attend to
other duties more in keeping with his level of responsibility,

At law library faculty-staff meetings this past year, a number of decisions worth noting were made,
1.

An In-house Legal .. Bibliography course

1983.
2.

~Jill

be offered in the Fail

Planning will be done by Lorraine Lester and Lorenzo Barela.
Cataloging of government publications in microfiche was discon-

tinued.

Instead such microfiche will be arranged in Superintendent of

Documents number order in the microfiche center on the library upper
5
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floor and a shelf-list will be kept.

Also, when there is a choice, we

will select government publications in microform rather than in paper
format.
3.

A library archival storage at-ea was created on the lower floor

and policies for this area and for basement storage were formulated.
4.

The Rare Book Room was the focus of much attention and concern

this past year.

Plans were devised for possible expansion of the area,

policies were reviewed and protection of materials considered.
5.

A decision was made to order a microfilm copy of New Mexico Su-

preme Court and Court of Appeals Records and Briefs to replace existing
files of paper copies.

The current retrospective microfilm project by

Southwestern Microfilming Co., covering years 1912-1968, will cost an
estimated $3000.

In the Fall lf 1983, Southwestern will begin micro-

filming Records and Briefs prduced after 1968. Acquisition of this
microform is expected to free-up considerable space on the lower floor
of the library.

It is anticipated that a permanent location for the

new Latin American-Mexican Law Collection will be made available in this

area.
6.

Plans were 1aid for the eventua.l replacement of CIS congress i ana 1

service microfiche with GPO Depository Congressional microfiche.

Be-

cause of uncertainties and unknowns, a final decision was postponed until September 1984 when the CIS subscription is renewable. This decision, when implemented together with the cancellation of the New York
Times on microfilm, will save many thousands of dollars each year.

On a more personal note, I spent substantial time this past year
a) learning about the LEXIS data base and the operation of the LEXIS terminal,
b) gaining hands-on experience at the Technical Services terminals for OCLC
and the Circulation/Inventory System and c) reviewing with supervisors in
6
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Technical Services ways and means of assuring accountability of the staff
in that department.

In 1982-83, I taught an Injunctions course and co-taught, with Richard
Bowler, a series of classes to first year law students in Legal Analysis and
in Introduction to Advocacy.

I also revised Legal Research Notes which was

distributed to all first year students as a basic reference tool for legal
research.
In June 1983, I completed a three (3) credit course called Foundations
of Counseling offered in the UNM Department of Counseling Education.

I also

attended several meetings of the Advisory Committee on the New Mexico Statutes
(1978).and served on the Law School Curriculum Committee.
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EXHIBIT A
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To:

Robert Desiderio, Dean

From:

Myron Fink

Re:

Review of Cost Cutting Options in Law Library (salaries not included)

f)1

December 13, 1982

1'

The Annual Report of the Law Library 1981-82, p. 18, of Report of the
Technical Services Department described an expenditure for serials of
$205,830, as compared to an expenditure for new title monographs of $36,311.

Since the entire Book/Serial budget for that year was $187,044, a decision
was made to see what could be done to reduce future expected deficits in
this budget by reviewing all library costs (other than salaries).
I have made this review in close consultation with members of our library staff and here present my findings with comments and recommendations.

I.

Low Ranked Serial Subscriptions

As early as 1975, it became apparent that serials expenditures were
using up or would soon exhaust our entire book/serials budget.

I then began

a review of each serial title in the library working from invoices as they
were received. This review continued until 1979. As each invoice was received, I was given our serial record.

I went to the shelf where necessary

to examine each serial title and entered on the serial card a pre-arranged
code:

A (essential), B (should be kept, but reviewed annually when bond

money runs out), C (should be kept, but revi e~1ed annually), 0 (should not
be renewed).

More than $15,000 of serial titles were coded "D" and were

discontinued in the library during this review. The great majority of serial
titles were coded "A" as one might expect.

1943
In early 1982, in another effort to cut serial costs, I began a review
of serials costing $100 or more on the theory that I could save most money
if I addressed the more expensive serials in the library.

I did this on a

trial basis for six months and followed the same procedure of working with
each invoice in this group as received during the six month period.

This

review resulted in so few savings that I felt compelled to bring the matter
of our difficulties to your attention.

It was after a meeting with you, and

after receiving a direction to examine all library
began to p1an a more extensive review

~1h i ch

on~going

costs,

I

tha~

is the present one described

here.
At the outset, it seemed to me that more input was needed from other
members of our library staff who were in a position to know

first~hand

books were being used for reference or research in the library.

what

I enlisted

the help of our Reference staff: Richard Bowler, Lorenzo Barela, Pat Hagner
and Richard McGoey, to ·plan a new evaluation of serials in the library hoping
thereby to reduce our total serials expense.

.t:

As a team, we decided first to independently rank on a scale from 5 to
each serial title previously coded "B" or "C" in my earlier review. To do
this quickly, we decided not to work from invoices but to have lists prepared
from serial cards which each member of the team could separately rank.

Each

of the five persons doing the rankirigs was to assign one of the following
scores to each serial title:

5 (essential), 4 (probably essential but a

solid vote), 3 (conceivably expendable but probably ought to remain),
2 (probably ought to be cancelled), 1 (expendable).
As a trial run and to give us information about how certain titles would
be ranked, we decided to first rank a list of "serials costing over $100",
the group previously reviewed by me from invoices over a six month period.
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This first trial run is marked Exhibit A, attached.

At the end of Exhibit A,

I have totaled the annual upkeep cost of all listed serial titles which scored
below 15.

It is to be noted that the great majority of the "Expensive Serials

Project" list scored 15 and above.

This was expected since most of the ex-

pensive serials in the library were coded "A" (essential) in my earlier
review.

However, there are 9 titles on Exhibit A receiving a score less than

15, suggesting the desirability of a similar type of ranking for all serials
coded "A" in the future.
Exhibits B-1, B-2, B-3, B-4 describe rankings of four separate groups
of titles previously coded "B" or "C" by me in an earlier review.

At the

end of each group, the total annual upkeep cost of titles ranked below 15
is given.

By adding these four totals, $14,426 we get a picture of how much

can be saved if we eliminate these lower ranked serial titles.
It should be mentioned that the earlier coding project ended in 1978-79,
and that many serial titles were added to the collection since then.
these were not coded, they do not appear on Exhibits B.

Since

On the other hand,

Exhibits B is a complete list of all serials coded "B" or "C". This group
is significant for purposes of cutting costs because it represents a group
regarded as "less than essential" in more than one review in this library.
Unlike Exhibit A, Exhibits B show very few serial titles ranked in the
"essential" or "probably essential" categories.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The group review process used here is undoubtedly a more accurate assessment" of use by patrons and reference staff than review by the Law Librarian
alone.

On the other hand, only the Law Librarian and the Reference Librarian
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have experience with 11 coverage 11 , i.e., avera 11 need measured by what a good
library ought to have, experience with strong and weak areas in our collection development.

It suggests that, in our future ranking of one serials

category (those previously coded "A" by myself and therefore not included
in the attached Exhibits B), the ranking ought to be done by myself and
Richard Bowler.
With regard to Exhibits B serials which are ranked below 15 (now costing
us $14,426 annually) I suggest that we try to work out a method of law faculty
review for this group.

Once we can get a workable faculty review procedure

in place, we can submit to the faculty future lists of serials ranked below
15.
Generally, this review has made it clear that we can and should be more
systematic and comprehensive in reviewing serials subscriptions and costs.
This matter will be addressed by us in the library and procedures will be
set up to accomplish these goals.

II.

Duplicate ILP Serials Not in 43 Most Cited

More than a dozen years ago, I initiated a policy of subscribing to
two copies of each serial title covered in the Index to Legal Periodicals.
l~e

adopted this policy for the following reasons:
A. · ILP selection was the best known objective guide to quality
legal periodicals.
B.

Coverage in ILP increased usage and demand by patrons.

C.

Purchasing back runs of duplicate copies as needed was becoming

prohibitively expensive (book dealers were buying up all back issues
and reselling bound volumes for as much as five times initial cost).

4
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D.

A belief that law school reviews (which made up the bulk of

ILP titles) were important sources of local state law not otherwise
available in this library .
E.

.

An important convenience for patrons where one copy was being
·-!,..

used or was missing.
In the past five years, I have qualified this overall policy by selecting
out for single subscriptions here ILP titles that concerned law of a foreign
country and certain subject oriented journals which were not in demand at
this law school.
As a consequence of these policies, and with the help of bond issue
money to complete gaps in back serial holdings, we have today excellent
coverage of quality legal periodicals.
In 1gao, our library acquired the legal Resources Index, a machine
readable index with a monthly cumulative type which included more than twice
as many titles as the ILP including selected newspapers, both legal and general.

We decided to add single subscriptions to a number of these periodicals

(indexed in LRI but not in the ILP) because they were of good quality and
because of anticipated patron demand.
More recently a study of the American Bar Foundation Research Journal
came to our attention.

This study evaluated serial titles covered in the

ILP by the number of times journals were cited in other important publications,
e.g., court decisions, etc. This provided us with still another objective
standard for use in our selection process.

It is this standard that we have

adopted here as the basis for a potential cost· cutting category.
It seemed to some of us doing the group evaluations that the first 43
legal periodicals listed in this study were qualitatively better than the
listed periodicals that followed.

For this reason, I somewhat arbitrarily
5
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decided that the first 43 listed periodicals should be duplicated in our
library and the remaining periodicals should be selectively duplicated by
our law faculty.

Exhibit C lists duplicated ILP periodicals which are not

included among the 43 most cited titles in the ABF study.
We also uncovered a number of additional purchases we would have to
make if we were to consistently follow present policy on ILP titles and if
we were to adopt a policy of getting two subscriptions to each of the 43
titles.

These are listed on the last page of Exhibit C, attached.

Subtrac-

ting the total on this last page from the total cost of journals in ILP
(not among the top 43 but which we are presently subscribing in duplicate)
will net us a saving of $2,330.
It should be noted that there is overlap between the category of cost
cutting under consideration here and the previous category of cutting low
ranked serials. Thus, we already have an approach to evaluating duplicate
ILP serials in the library without resorting to the 43 list. Dn the other
hand, it seems reasonable to take into consideration in our duplicate legal
periodical subscriptions the ABF Study.

Conclusions and Recommendations
'
I would urge caution in this area.

The reasons for our duplicate

subscription policy for ILP serials described above remain compelling.
this

~1ere

If

not a cost cutting inquiry, I would have recommended a triple

subscription to the 43 highly cited legal journals.
On the other hand, with law faculty help in making evaluations, a
policy of restricting duplicate subscriptions to the 43 favored titles plus
other legal periodicals which our faculty would want in duplicate seems to
6
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be a reasonable direction.

Because the savings are relatively minor and

the di1Sa.<;lvantages potentially many, I would move carefully in this area.
'•

III.

Selected Faculty Library Serials

This group overlaps in terms of estimating potential savings with. the
two previous categories of cutting ongoing costs.
Exhibit D, attached, describes serials in our Faculty Library which can
be eliminated if our law faculty will approve.

One advantage is that it

would release some badly needed shelf space which other sets could be expanded
into.

Total savings anticipated would amount to $1213.

Most of the legal

periodicals listed describe a third subscription for the library.

To reduce

our ongoing expense to two subscriptions would seem reasonable in view of
our circumstances.

Conclusions and Recommendations

I am very much in favor of eliminating all subscriptions to legal
periodicals shelved in the Faculty Library.

The convenience to a small

number of law faculty is more than offset by the expense which approaches
$1,000 yearly.
I feel less strongly about the treatise serials listed separately and
estimated to cost $1213 annually.

However, I would want to make a real

effort to determine how many and how much members of our law faculty benefit
from the shelving of these treatises in the Faculty Library.

I personally

would like to see as few treatise titles in our Faculty Library as possible.
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IV.

CIS Congressional Documents 1980 - (Microform)

Since 1980, our library has been subscribing to several Con9ressional
Index Services:

Congressional Documents (except Bill Prints) on microform

and CIS Indexes (in paper copy).

Under consideration here is a proposal to

no longer subscribe to CIS congressional documents When our subscription is
up for renewal in September 1983.
For some time now, our library has agreed to receive, under our "Selective Federal Depository" status, various congressional document serials free
Our library staff has investigated the possiblity of discontinu-

of charge.

ing CIS Congressional Documents as a source of congressional document text
in this library and relying instead for this text on depository serials.
There are three potential problem areas:
A.

CIS Congressional Documents

o~

fiche are practically self-

filing, but depository congressional documents on fiche require
extensive filing.
8.

Staff time will have to be allocated.

CIS congressional documents have an excellent record here

for currency, whereas depository documents are generally much
later arriving.
C.

CIS congressional documents have an excellent record for

being complete here.

Depository congressional fiche, on the

other hand, have had a spotty record to date.

Substantial staff

time at our highest level will have to be used to avoid gaps
from developing.

Once depository congressional document material

is found missing, it is difficult and time consuming to get
replacement material.

8

Our staff has checked with other libraries who rely on depository
congressional document material and we have some assurances that these potential problems can be handled. The saving for us is substantial. This
year, it is costing us about $9,000 for current CIS congressional documents
in microform.

Conclusions and Recommendations

··There is near unanimity among our staff that we should not renew our
subscription to CIS congressional documents in September 1983.

In prepara-

tion for this, we are arranging to receive as a depository all of the congressional materials now included in the CIS service.
It may be that we will not be able to meet patron requests for this material as we now are able to do with the CIS service.

Since The General

Library on campus is a complete regional depository, we believe we can successfully use their materials where we cannot provide our own. This will
mean some inconvenience and additional staff time.

However, our belief is

that the large saving which will approach and go beyond $10,000 per year in
the immediate years ahead warrants this decision.
Here again, our law faculty

sho~ld

be willing to take this step and

willing to accept probable inconvenience.

V.

National Reporters

Exhibit E, attached, describes current subscriptions to various
units of the National Reporter System.
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Total cost of
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subscription to

1951
all of the regional and federal reporters comes to $5,267 each year. One
option is to reduce our subscriptions by one copy.

Since advance sheets

for each subscription to a Regional and Federal Reporter are discarded after
replacement by bound volumes, we could keep one advance sheet copy permanently in the library to be shelved with a reporter which is not being subscribed
to and in this way make available the same number of copies.
The most serious problem would be that advance sheets are published on
paper designed for temporary use so that advance sheet issues would wear out
and become unusable over time.

We have looked into a cheap binding procedure

for these advance sheets and must report that such binding is not feasible
because of the way the material is printed.

Professional library binding

would be too expensive and defeat part of the reason for this decision in
the first place.

We are, therefore, left with the result that advance sheets

will have to be kept in their present published state on the shelves.
Another shortcoming is that these advance sheets are unsuitable for
xeroxing so that patrons will be looking to our bound volumes for this use,
placing still more pressure on finding and using existing sets for study
and research.

Conclusions and Recommendations

This is a short-term option which can be used in a budget crunch.

Its

attractions are immediate savings without too much disruption or confusion.
It is not a long-range solution for the reasons already given.

We could try

eliminating our lower floor library National Reporters for a year or two on
an experimental basis.

Of course, once the experiment was ended, there \•/OUld

not be any permanent saving since all missing back volumes would need to be
purchased.
10

VI.

Selected Commonwealth Serial Services

These fall into two groups with respect to our reasons for cancellation.
A.

British serial services currently received here which are

available in LEXIS, (Exhibit F, attached).
B.

Commonwealth serial services currently received here (·other

than in LEXIS) and which can be eliminated for other reasons.
Usage in our library of most commonwealth serial services is predominantly historical and comparative. Were it not for AALS accreditation standards, these serial services would be of fairly low priority if expense were
the major consideration.
With respect to group A above, the only objection to cancellation would
be an interpretation of AALS standards requiring hard copy format in law
school libraries.

Since this interP,retation is highly improbable, I think

we could easily cancel our British serial services covered in LEXIS since
this is available to our law school faculty and student body.
Two additional factors are relevant to British serial services in the
library.

First, the "English General" library file in LEXIS provides four

serial services which are not currently received here.

This means that our

coverage for British serial services. in LEXIS goes beyond AALS requirements.
Second, we are following a policy in the library of ordering every ten years
the latest edition of all titles in Sweet and Maxwell's "Common Law Library".
This gives us the equivalent of encyclopedic coverage for English lav1,
~lith

respect to other Commonwealth serial services currently received

here, this could be handled in our ranking of present and future serials in
the library and eliminated if priority was low and the law faculty approved.
11
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One important English serial service, Halsbury's Statutes of Enaland, which
covers the statutory law of England, is required by AALS and would most certainly remain as a subscription in the library.

Conclusions and Recommendations

I recommend that we cancel all current subscriptions to British serial
services presently covered in LEXIS.

This is a saving of $1740 per year by

current prices.
Other Commonwealth serials should be dealt with as part of our planned
ranking and review of library serials.

Estimated savings, if all of these

serials currently subscribed to here are cancelled, is about 4,000 per year.

To this point, I have dealt with options for cutting ser.ials costs
broken down into six categories.

What follows are several options open to

us for increasing library revenues.
Before proceeding, however, I want to say a word about replacement of
expensive serial subscriptions by substitution of automated data bases.
In the above Report, I have touched on this only with regard to use of
the LEXIS "English General" library file replacement for four existing English serial services in the library .• I wish to suggest that, potentially,
substitution of automated data bases for expensive serials services which
are occasionally used will offer opportunities for controlling costs that
are substantial.

I speak here of data bases available on campus as well

as in the Law Library.

Recently, I received an announcement for a Bioethics

Reporter costing $500 per year, together with an expression of interest by
one of our law faculty.

I suggested to the Nedical Center Library that we

consider sharing the cost and the use of this Reporter and was advised that
12
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much of this type of information was retrievable from an on-line computer
at a user cost.

As data bases proliferate and costs come down, we may

have to consider whether an expensive serial service occasionally used in
the Law Library should be retained or subscribed to where alternative data
bases can be tapped.

VII.

Increasing Revenues

The attached memo of Ken Shoemaker, Circulation Head, provides factual
background for increasing revenues in the library from several sources (see
Exhibit G, attached).
Ken believes that some patrons (mostly lawyers) are keeping borrowed
books and paying the replacement costs rather than purchasing these books
themselves.

He also believes that a portion of these "lost" books cannot

easily be purchased, and when this is discovered, they are kept for our
replacement charge.

To stop this practice and to reduce our costs for

hard-to-replace books, he recommends that we impose a "surcharge" as well
as a "processing" fee (see the Zimmerman Library rule, Exhibit G.

See also

"Overdue Statistics" from the last Report of the Law Library, attached to
Exhibit G).
Ken also recommends an increase in the billing rate charged profitmaking law firms for photocopying from 15¢ to 20¢.

This would add an ad-

ditional $500 per year to library receipts.

Conclusions and Recommendations

believe that "processing" fees for lost books and the recommended
13
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increase in photocopy billing rates should be adopted in the library.

am

less certain about the wisdom of imposing a $10 surcharge for lost books
which are out-of-print.

Final General Recommendation

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize that, while the above recom- ,
mended cuts which perhaps total more than $30,000 represent my best judgment
'
for savings in the library, an examination
of the attached lists will demonstrate that many of these cuts are ultimately unacceptable if this library
is to continue to provide the kind of materials and service thought necessary.
There is, therefore, no substitute for finding sources of new funds to
support our library's ongoing costs.
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EXHIB.IT "A"
Ranked Scores from Expensive Serials Project
February - September 1982
Title
Weinstein's Evidence Supp. (c.1&2 £rrll}
Hoare's Fed. Practice (c.l&2 only)
BNA Tax Management Portfolios
New York Times - Daily
North Dakota Century Code P.P.
CFR Citations
CFR Cum. Supps.
~1arti nda 1e-Hubbe 11
UCC Reporting Service (2 c.)
Criminal Law Reporter
Page-Ohio Revised Code Supps.
Legal Resource Index
!BNA Environment Reporter
'U·?· Treaties Cumulative Index Service
CCH Unemployment Insurance Service
u.s. Law Week (c.l)
Indian Law Reporter
U.S. Law Week (c.2)
CCH Tax Court Reports

$55.00
65.00
548.00
1,433.54
159.50
115.00
142.75
149.73
500.00
745.20
183.81
1,012.00
685.00
122.49
385.00
677.20
136.14
158.60
302.00

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25'
25
25
25
25
25

14illiams & ~1eyers - Oil and Gas Review Release
Bender's Legal Forms (Curren~)
U.N. Treaty Series
Albuquerque City Directory
PLI Course Handbooks
CCH Banking Law Reports
ichol 's Eminent Domain Release
immer on Copyright Release
Federal Local Court Rules Service
Jho's Hho in America

$132.50
107.50
271.00
154.00
1,710.00
310.00
128.50
115.00
114.00
114.50

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

139. 15
132.48
100.00
125.00

23
23
23
23

1

ncyclopedia of Associations - 16th ed.
untz - Oi 1 and Gas Supp.
ender's Oil and Gas Reporter
nternational Law Reports

Title

Price

BNA Labor Relations Reporter
Journal of Criminal Justice
Antieau - Local Government Law release
Rabkin, Current Legal Forms release
Frumer, Products Liability Cumm. Supp.
Federal Rules Digest

\

~

!icore

$1,244.00
110.00
127.50
107.50
150.00
124.50

23
23
23
23
23
23

Halsburg Statutes
American Samoa Code
Von Kalinowski -Antitrust
Shepard's UCC Citations
Bendict on Admiralty
RIA Tax Coordinator
Index to Federal Tax Articles

$198.00
139.00
385.00
283.50
185.00
797.76
160.00

22
22
22
22
22
22
22

Bender's Federal Practice Forms
SHLF Oil and Gas Reporter
Criminology
CCH Employment Safety and Health

$147.50
100.00
157.23
320.00

21
21
21
21

Debtor and Creditor Law
Rand ~1cNally Commercial Atlas
Solicitor's Journal

$324.00
139.00
101.00

20
20
20

Business
Criminal
National
Rabkin Prentice

$260.00
122.50
285.00
350.00
225.00

19
19
19
19
19

Inheritance Estate and Gift Taxes
Washington Post
Agricultural Law
Public Land New (Du Nars Office)
Bender's Law of Advertising Supp.

$175.00
272.00
.675.00
120.00
124.50

18
18
18
18
18

Shepard's FTC Regulatory Hanual
CCH Pension Plan Guide
Cavitch, Business Organization's release
Bender's Forensic Science

$126.25
380.00
112.50
180.00

17
17
17
17

Organizations - Kheel - Labor Law release
Defense Techniques release
Journal
Federal Income Gift Estate Tax
Hall Annotated Tax Forms

....,

.

,·.

:t.~~SB

'itl e

Price

lender's Immigration Labor Certification Reporter
1ichie's Banks and Banking Supp.
:!A Estate Planning and Tax ...
CH Medicare/Medicaid
ntitrust and Trade Regulation Reporter

$325.00
104.04
412.56
385.00
418.00

17
17
17
17
17

ustralia Law Reports
CH Utilities Law Reports
ender's Federal Power Service
ertens Law of Federal Income Taxation

$129.00
700.00
475.00
736.50

16
16
16
16

rentice Hall Internal Memoranda IRS

$237.00

15

os Angeles Times
NDOC Current Index
ax Notes

$208.00
120.00
375.00

14
14
14

ONE

Score

13

CH Nuclear Regulation Reporter
rentice Hall Oil and Gas Natural Resources
ndex to Foreign Legal Periodicals

$635.00
237.00
250.00

12
12
12
11

M Tax

~1anaoement Primar Sources
rswell Current Law Service "A"

$340.00
$323.25

10
9

NE

8

NE

7

st's Federal Taxation Service

$129.00

NE

tal Annual Cost for serials scoring belolv 15:

6
5

$2617.

usu - 1

XHIBI"j:

..

·'

1.9~9

'

B's & C's for Review -- 1982 September/October
Ranking by Score
Annual
~

~

~

Score

NE

25

NE

24

H Products Liability Reporter
\Veekly_ Report

1

245.00

23

1

300.00

23

NE

22

erican Patent Law Assoc. APLA Q.J;

1

20.00

21

lantic Reoorter

2

500.00

21

1

50.00

20

cker

Beniamin

Legal Checklists

ngressional Staff Directory
ok.

Constitutional rights of the accused:

trial report

1

33.00

19

1

14.70

19

iminal Law Bulletin

1

54.00

19

cuments to the People

1

15.00

,19

ton, Professional Corporations and Associqtions

1

92.50

19

e Book of the States

1

21.00

19

rtwright

1

9.20

19

Farm and Ranch Real Estate Law

apman, The head and brain

1

52.50

18

lumbia Journal of law and social problems

2

10.00

18

H Federal Carrier Reporter

1

375.00

18

nsumer Reports

1

24.00

17
17

tstoms Law Digest

1

136.40

,vironmental policy and law

1

83.87

17

ilev Crimes of violence
ass Action Reports

1

15.00

17

1

150.00

16

stner.

1

29.00

16

2

79.50

16

win.

Patent licensing transactions
Defense of drunk driving •••

ortion law reporter

1

45.00

15

A J.

2

12.00?

15

R Federal

2

240.00±

15

R Federal

3

240.00±

15

R 2d Later Case Service

2

lOO.OO;t

15

izona Law Review

2

15

1ter Hagazine

1

12.00;t
66.00

1nge Hagazine

1

8.50

15

I. Federal estate and gift tax reporter

2

346.00

15

15

Annual
~

CCH.

Federal securities law reporter

2

475.00

Criminal law reporter

2

225.00

15

Criminal law reporter

3

225.00

15

Environment reporter

2

342.50

15

Environmental conservation

1

77.50

15

Erwin.

4

Defense of drunk driving ••.

American Council for Nationalities Service Interpretive Releases
American Jur. Proof of Facts. 2d Series
Antieau.

Federal Civil Rights Acts

Clinical

15

79.50

15

85.00

14

85.00+

14

2

13.00

14

Bulletin of Legal Developments

1

100.00

14

Consumer credit and truth in lending compliance report

1

78.00

14

Coogan.

2

39.50

14

2

12.00

13

Secured transactions under the UCC

Arkansas Law Review
Boston College Environmental Offices Law Review

2

22.00

13

Chinese law and government

1

105.00

13

Duesenberg.

Sales of bulk transfers •••

2

27.50

13

Administrative Law Review

2

20.00

12

American Journal of Comparative Law

2

17.00

12

American Political Science Review
Atlantic Reporter 2d Series

1
ragultr
~ rar

75.00

12

500.00

12

Brigham Young University Law Review

2

15.00

12

Bulletin of Concerned Asian Scholars

1

35.00

12
12

Catholic University law review

2

15.00

Antitrust Bulletin

2

60.00

11

Betsos.

Modern UCC litigation forms

2

39.50

11

Canadian Abridgement Appendix and Cum. Supps.

1

70.00+

11

Catholic Lawyer

2

18.00

11

UF Lounge

16.00

11

Dollars and Sense
American Patent Law Association, APLA Quarterly J

2

20.00

10

Annual Register of Grant Support

Ref

75.00

10

Annual Survey of Bankruptcy Law

1

62.75

10

2

50.00

10

28.00

10
10

Becker.

Legal Checklists

Columbia law review

H!WUJ

Dominion law reports

1

74 7. 50

Annual review of UN affairs

1

29.00

9

Bulletin of the Copyright Society of the U.S.

2

50,00

9

Erwin.

3

79.50

9

Defense of drunk driving cases

1961

...
Annual

.££ll
Faculty
Librar

aston 'College Law Review

~

15.00

ONE

8

7

Lidia

alifornia Law Review

ONE

rotal Annual Cost for serials scoring below 15:

Score

Bob Crain

14.00

H5¥~H

22.00

6
6

5

$2640.25

:XHIBIT· "B" - 2
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'
B's &C's -- Serials for Review-- Ranked Score
Price

NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
Federal Reporter 2d
NONE
Frumer, Bender's Federal Practice Forms
Federal Rules Digest
Federal Rules Service
Fletcher Corporation Forms Annotated
PLI Institute on Securities Regulation
Forthcoming Books
Federal Rules Decisions
Fordham Law Review
Fox, Byron E. Corporate Acquisitions and Mergers
Fried, Taxation of securitities transactions
Gadsby, Federal Securities Act of 1934
,Hart, Commercial paper under the UCC
Health City Sun and News Chieftain
Hornwood, Systematic Settlements
Houts, Health
Gelfand, The Law Back
IGui de to microforms in print
Harnett, Responsibilities of insurance agents~...
Harvard business review
Immi~ration Newsletter
Federal Reporter 2d.
Goodman, Automobile design liability
to reprints
Federal Supplement

~uide

ortune
Federal Rules Decisions
Index to Legal Periodicals
~reat Britain, Parliament, House of Lords, Reports

12.00
79.00
45.00
139.50
49.50
5.00
17.25
49.50
82.50
51.08
57.50
24.00
35.00

25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
18
18
18
17
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
15
15
15
15
15

Faculty Library 658.00
1
16.70
69.00
1
3
Faculty Library 587.50

14
14
14
13

28.00

12
11

$658.00

2

147.00
300.00
578.00
200.00
40.00
55.00
2
2

?

3

3

Faculty Library

4

?

.

Faculty Library 100.00
121.00

11
10

.--:r.-. ull""'rl·.,.-...,------

-

Annual
Cost
Incorporated Council of Law Reporting ... The Law Reports, Weekly.l
First Principles
1
Government Union Review
1
3
Harvard Law Review
Faculty Library
In These Times
LouHGe
Federation of Insurance Counsel Q.
2
UF
Food ~1on i tor
Lounge
Georgetown Law Journal
3
Faculty Li brarv
Human Rights
NONE
NONE

Total Annual Cost for serials scoring below 15: $2064.84

2

Score
,--.-'>

$329.14
15.00
10.00

10
9

32.00
17.50
28.00
18.00

9

9
8
8

20.00

8

15.00

7

9

6

5

.. EXHIEl.IT
'.
'

"B" - 3

B's &C's -- Serials for Review-- Rank Score
Annual
~

1

260.00
15.00
42.75
58.00
22.50

25
24
23
22
22
21
20
20
19
19
19

1

67.50
110.00
62.75

19
18
17

2

27.00
54.00
67.50
45.00
52.50
46.50
37.50
25.00
35.00

17
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

lS.OO

16

l

45.00
18.00
45.00
101.04

15
15
15
15

67.50

15

65.00
36.00
144.00

14
14
14

lONE
lONE
lONE

Iones, Jones on evidence, 6th ed.
.ouisell, Medical malpractice

29.25
92.50

lONE

:heel. Labor Law
!assachusetts Judicial Council Report
sraels. Modern Securities Transfers
'ournal of corporate taxation
ournal of corporation law
loore. Moore's fed era 1 practice rules pamphlet
!oore. Moore's federal practice. 2d ed.
latthews. ~1unicipal ordinances
!odern Federal Practice Digest
[ourna 1 of rea 1 estate taxation
~lisch. Abdominal injuries
alisch. Chest, heart and lungs
alisch. Hip and thigh
alisch. The knee and related structures
alisch. Shoulder and elbow
aw and compute~ technology
aw and contemporary problems
ibrar resources and technical services
ternationa1 Journal of law and psychiatry
he Law Libra~ian
[i bra ry Journa 1
[ichie on banks and banking
fore. Moore's federal practice rules pamphlet
ternational legal materials
urnal of Psychiatt·y and law

C.5
Clinical
c. 4

c.

2
Faculty Library

c. 4
Faculty Library

Annual
Cost
Journal of American Indian Education
Moore's Federal Practice 2d. ed.
~1oore. Moore's Federal Practice rules pamphlet
Moore.

1

Faculty utirary

Moore's Federal Practice rules pamphlet

Corporate Taxation in Latin America
Iowa legislative service
Marshall ~ Wh the School of Law Tax Conference
International Herald Tribune

3

O'Dowd

6

Clinical

Newspaper
rack

Lindey, Separation agreements and antinuptial contracts
2
1
malpractice cases and annotations from ALR
Israel Yearbook on human rights
Juvenile Justice Digest
Melanesian law journal
Journal of Political economy
Journal of family law
2
Law and society review
2
Legal system of Africa series
The Living Wilderness
1
7
Moore. Moore's Federal Practice rules pamphlet
Clinical
Mother Jones
UF Lounge_
3
Law and Contemporary Problems
Faculty Library
Maine Law review
2
Matchbox
UF Lounge
MERIP reports
UF Lounoe
Insurance Counsel Journal
2
2
International Lawyer
Michigan law review
Faculty l i grary
3
Minnesota ~aw review
Faculty Library
~1edical

NONE

Total Annual Cost for serials scoring below 15: $2123.61

(;.50

'•

Score

~--,-)

110.00

13
13

67.50

13

67.50

13

133.00

12
12
12
11

18.50
19.43
230.00
47.50
25.25
10.00
85.00
35.93

24.00
17.00
35.00
22.50+
15.00
67.50
18.00
35.00
12.00
20.00
26.00
25.00
20.00
26.00
16.00

11
11

10
10
10
9

8
8

8
8
8
8
7
7

7
7
6

6

6
6

5

oXH13If "3" - 4

B's &C's for review continued - Rank Score
itle
ONE
ONE
ONE
il and Gas Reporter
all Street Journal
Newspaper
ew York Times. Daily
Newspaper
ew York Times. Sunday
Newspaper
outhern University Law Review
1
olk's Albuquerque City Directory
Reference
rial Lawyer's Guide
~vajo Times
ersonal Injury Valuation Handbooks
einstein's Evidence
2
ilson, Labor Law Handbook
1
1e Native Voice
:w York Supplement
2
~rtheastern Reporter
2
~rthwestern Reporter
2
~entice-Hall. Charitable Giving and Solicitation
1
I
phan, Real Estate Financing
1
futhern Reporter
2
e Workbook
Ac uisition
lahoma Session Law Service
entice-Hall. Tax Exempt Corporation
ws of Puerto Rico (Session Laws)
10ades. Income Taxation of Foreign Related Transactions
berts. Annotated Tax Forms
han. Cooperative Housing Law & Practice Forms
uth Western Reporter 2d
2
ited States Code Annotated
3
w Mexico Magazine
tton. Patton on Land Titles
hweitzer. Cyclopedia of Trial Practice: Proof of ...
wards. The Federal Securities Act.
preme Court Reporter
2
x Facts on Life Insurance

Annual

~

$100.00
89.00
1,433.54
94.0D.
10.00
139.00
72.50
25.00
462,50
11 D. 50
15.08
10.00
305.50
612.00
405.00
222.00
180.00
603.00
20.00
27.50
107.00
?

124.50
225.00
62.50
541.50
17.75
15.00
17.00
23.25
142.00
125.00
4.50

Score
25
24
23
22
22
21
21
21
20
20
19
19
19
19
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
16
16
16
16
16
16

19fi?
Copy
University of Pennsylvania Law Review
Whitmore, The Shin
Willier, Forms and Procedures under the UCC
Wolfstone, The Neck
Wright, Federal practice and procedure
Wright, Federal practice and procedure: jurisdiction
New York Times, Microfilmed.
United Nations, International Law Commission Yearbook
United Nations juridical yearbook
United States 'Code Annotated
Weinstein's Evidence
West's Federal Practice Digest, 2d.
Wright, Federal Practice and Procedure
Newsweek
Northwestern University Law Review
Prentice-Hall. Internal memoranda of IRS
Rutger's Law Review
Sandoval County Times-Independent
Uniform Commercial Code Reports-Digest
United States Code Service
Index to ~.S. Supreme Court Reporter, L. ed.
Weinstein's Evidence
NIMLO. Municipal law, court decision
NIMLO, Municipal Ordinance Review
National Tax Association, Proceedings
Negligence and Compensation Cases, annotated;.
West's McKinney's Forms (for NY)
Publishing, Entertainment, Advertising ...
Scientific American
South Eastern Reporter
Sports Illustrated
Yokley. Municipal Corporations
Ne~1 York State Bar Journa 1
New Yorker
North Eastern Reporter 2d
North~1estern

Reporter 2d.

2
1
2

1
2
2

1
2

Faculty Library

Annual
Cost
s 25.75
67.50
180.50
58.00
99.50
131.50
695.00
14.70
20.90

Score.
16
16
16
16
16
16
15
15
15

325.00

15

110.50

15

250.00

15

3

Faculty Library
2

Faculty Library
3

O'Dowd
Rack

~1agazine

2

1
2

Newspaper Rack
2
2
3
3

Magazine Rack

~':"-

15

107.50
22.00
20.00
237.00
18.00
15.00
700.00
546.00
17.75
110.50
144.00
Part of above
40.00
275.00
100.00
43.00
21.00

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

427.50
39.00
83.22
Free
28.00

13
13
13
12
12

612.00

12

405.00

12

14

3

Faculty Library
Magazine Rack
1
2

Magazine Rack
3

Faculty Library
3

Faculty Library

1.968
Annual

itle..:

£QH
1

arry._ Commonwealth International law cases
ersonal Injury Annual
he Prosecutor
eview of taxation of individuals
outh Western Reporter 2d

Faculty

outhern Reporter 2d

Faculty

rternal Revenue Code

Faculty

~dex

~st's

to U.S. Supreme Court Reporter, ...
California Reporter

'gmore on evidence
prth Carolina Central Law Journal
~ode Island Bar Journal
~eklv law reoorts
~blic Administration Review
xation for Lawyers
iform Commercial Code Law Journal
rking papers for a new society
w'York University Law Review
ople and Taxes
.st's Federal Forms
!View of radical political economies
chigan Bar Journal
1nderbilt law review
rginia Law·review
N

le Law Journal
rforming Arts Review
ilippines Supreme Court Reports ...
anford Law Review
law review
iversity of Chicago Law Review

~

;consin Law Review
·thwestern University Law Review
1thern California Law Review
versity of Pennsylvania Law Review

Faculty
Faculty
Faculty

90.00
52.50
15.00
58.00

Score
12
12
12
12

541 .50

12

603.00

12

29.25

12

17.75

12

208.00

12

60.70
12.00
7.75
143.25
36.75
36.00
64.00
24.00

12
11
11
11
10
10
10
10

12.00
12.00
130.00
45.00
27.00

9
9

9
8
8

12.00

8

24.00
25.00

8
8

25.00
45.00
400.00

8
7
7

22.85
42.00

7
7

15.45

7

21.75

7

12.00

6

30.00
25.75

6

f2g_

1
3
Library
3
Library
2
Library
2
Library
3
Library
3
Librarv
2
1

2
UF Lounqe
3

Faculty Library
1

2
1

2
3

Faculty Library
3
Faculty Library
U F' Lounge
3
Faculty Library
2
1
3

Faculty Library
2
3

Faculty Library
3
Faculty Library
3
Faculty Library
3

Faculty Library
3

Faculty Library

•

-~""-"----~ -·~~....__.._."'-"'• ~~--=___.,_.___·-·~

6
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1.9f;9
Copy

Title

NONE

Total Annual Cost for serials scoring less than 15:

Annual
Cost

-Score
.. , '1•,..

5

$7597.47

:XHIBIT", "C."
,1.,

Totai for paoe:

782.50

1970

JOURNALS INDEXED IN ILP, BUT NOT Af~Dr/G THE 43 TOP JOURNALS AS LISTED Irl
Ar·\ERICAN BAR FOUtlDATION RESEARCH JOURt:AL 1976, no .1, p. 234. OF WHICH HE
STILL HAVE SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR TWO COPIES :
Bar Foundation Research Journal
Administrative Law Review (ABA)
Akron Law Review
Alabama Lav1 Review
Albany Law Review
Jlmerican Criminal Law Review
American Indian Law Review
Jlmerican Journal of Comparative Law
American Journal of Trial Advocacy
Jlmerican University Law Review
Antitrust Bulletin
American Patent La1·1 Association. Quarterly Journal.
Arbitration Journal
Arizona Law Review
Arizona State Law Journal
Arkansas Law Review
Association of Trial La1~yers of America Law Journal

15.00
20.00
15.00
13.75
16.75
25.00
7.00
16.75
15.00
16.75
60.00
20.00
18.00
18.00
10.00
12.00
18.00

Barrister
Baylor La11 Revi.ew
Boston College Environmental Affairs La1·1 Reviel~
Boston College International and Comparative LR
Brigham Young University Law Review
Brooklyn Law Review ·
Bulletin of the Copyright Society of the U.S.A.
Buffalo La~ Revtew

6.00
16.00
11.00
9.00
15.00
12.00
50.00
16.75

California Western Law Review
Cardozo Law Revie\o/
Case Western Reserve Journal of International Law
Case Western Reserve Law Review
Catholic La~1yer
Catholic University Lav1 Review
Chicago-Kent Law Revie~l
Columbia Human Rights Law Review
Columbia Journal of Environmental law
Columbia Journal of La~/ and Social Problems
Commercial Law Journal
Connecticut Law Revjew
Contemporary Drug Problems
Copyright Law Symposium (ASCAP)
Creighton Law Review
Cumberland Law Review

11.25
20.00
13.75
13.50
9.00
15.00
16.75
11.75
15.00
10.00
25.00
14.00
24.00
21.25
20.00
12.00

DePaul La1·1 Revi e~1
Detroit College of Law Review
Dickinson Law Review
Drake Law Review
Duquesne Law Review

14.50
14.00
19.75
16.75
12.50

A~erican

f,

:1971

Total for page:

$771.50

Duplicate subscriptions of titles not listed in the 43 most cited.
continued:

'·

-·.....''i~
..,4,

Ecology Law Quarterly
Emory Law Journl
Environmental Law

20.00
18.00
20.00

Family Law Quarterly
Federal Bar News and Journal
Federation of Insurance Counsel Quarterly
Florida State University Law Review
Fordham Urban Law Journal
Federal Rules Decisions - t.2 Lower Floor
c.3 Faculty Library

20.00
12.op
27.75
15.00
15.00

Georgia La1·1 Review
Glendale Law Review
Gonzaga Law Review

15.00
12.00
15. DO

Harvard Environmental Law Review
Hastings Constitutional Law Quarterly
Hofstra Law Review
Houston Law Review
Hov1ard Law Journa 1
Human Rights

1•5. oo
15.00
20.00
20.75
17.75
15.00

Idaho Law Review
IDEA. The Journal of Law and Technology
Indiana Law Journal
Indiana Law Review
Insurance Counsel Journal
International Lawyer
International Trade Law Journal

12.00
31.75
15.00
15.00
30.00
20.00
l 0. 00

Journal of
Journal of
Journal of
Journal of
Journal of
Judicature

the Copyright Society of the USA
Family Law
Law and Economics
Legal Education
Maritime Law and Commerce

70.00 per copy

50.00
16.75
20.00
20.00
43.00
l 0. DO

University of Kansas Law Review
Kentucky Law Journal

9.00
12.00

La1·1 and Society Rev.iew
Land and \~ater Law Review
Li nco 1n La1·1 Review
Loyal a La11 Reyi ew
Loyola University of Chicago Lav1 Reviev1
Loyola of Los Angeles Law Revie11

35.00
10.75
7.00
16.00
10.00
15.00

'•.
..,

l

I~

1972

...
FACULTY LIBRARY LEGAL PERIODICALS
ria tiona 1 Journal
2. Boston tollege La\'1 Review
3. California Law Review
4. Columbia Law Review
5. Cornell La1·1 Review
6. Georgetown Law Journal
7. Harvard Law Review
8. Journal of Leg a1 Education
9. Law and Contemporat'Y Problems
10. Michigan Law Review
11. Minnesota Law Review
12. Natural Resources Journal
13. Natural Resources La1·1yer
14. Ne1·1 r·1exico Law Revie1·1
15. New York University Law Review
16. Northwestern University La1·1 Review
17. Southern California Law Review
18. Stanford Law Review
19. The Supreme Court Revie1·1 ·
20. Texas Law Review
21. University of Chicago Law Review
22. University of Pennsylvania Law Review
23. Vanderbilt Law Review
24. Virginia Law Reviel'l
25. Wisconsin Law Review
26. Yale Law Journal
].

TOTAL

285.00
15.25
21.50
28.00
18.00
20.00
32.00
20.00 (Fac.Lib. copy is donated
and is not current)
35.00
25.00
16.00
12.00
20'. 00
18.00
28.00
20.00

J·o. oo
23.00
30.00
25.00
15.00
25.75
18.00
24.00
22.00
25.00
851.50

EXHIBIT "0"

f 1.973

PROPOSED TITLES TO CUT fROM FACULTY

LIBRA~X:

Williston, Samuel
A treatise on the law of contracts. 3d.

55.00.

U.S. Laws, Statutes, etc.
Internal revenue code.

30.00

Rabkin &Johnson.
Fede1~l Income, Gift and Estate Tpxation.

60.00

Moore, James William.
Moore's Federal Practice 2d.

400.00

American Law Institute.
Restatement of the law, second. Torts 2d.

120.00

All legal periodicals with exception of
National Journal and New ~extco Law Reyiew~

548.50

1213.50

iota 1 ior page:

..

(.I!

571.3. OJ
~

·'·

,•

.-3"-

Duplicate
cited.

subscription~ 1~hi.ch

can be dropped based on po] icy of 43

t·1a i ne

La\~
~1arquette
~1assachusetts

Review
Law Review
Law Revie1·1
1·1aryland Law Review
~lemphis State University La1v Revie1v
Mercer Law Review
Michigan Bar Journal
~lississippi Law Journal
Missouri Law Review
~lantana Law Review

12.00
16.75
12.00
11.75
14.00
20.00
27.00
18.00
17.00
10.75

National Journal of Criminal Defense
Natura 1 Resources Lav1yer
North Carolina Central Law Journal
North Carolina Journal of International Law
and Commercial Regularion
Notth Dakota Law Review
Nebraska Law Review
Nova Law Journa 1
New York Law School Law Review

50.00
20.00
11.75

Ohio Northern University Law Review
Oklahoma City University Law Reviev1
Ok 1ahoma Lavl Review
Oregon Law Review

19.25
16.00
12.00
12.75

Pepperdine Law Review·
Public Contract Law Journal

15.00
6.00

Rutgers-Camden Law Journal (Rutgers Law Journal)

14.50

South Texas Law Journal
San Diego La1~ Review
Santa Clara Law Review
South Carolina Law Review
South Dakota Law Review
Seton Hall Law Review
San Fernando Valley lavl Review
St. John's Law Review
St. Louis University Law Journal
St. Mary's Law Journal
Suffolk University Law.Review
Southv1estern ·University La1~ Review
Syracuse Law Review

16.75
18.75
16.75
16.75
13.75
15.00
12.00
13.00
15.00
20.00
14.00
12.00
16.75

Tax La1·1 Review
Temple law Quarterly
Tennessee La1·1 Revi ev1
Texas· Tech La1·1 Revie1~
Tulsa Lav1 Journal

42.00
10.00
15.75
21.00
17.00

University
University
University
University

25.50
12.50
17.50
7.00

of
of
of
of

Ba1timore Law Reviev1
Cincinnati Law Review
Colorado La\'1 Review
Dayton law Review

13.00
15.75
12.00
20.00
12.00

mos~·974

~--1.975

Tota 1 for page:

5511 :75

1 ',

Duplicate sub~criptions which can be dropped based on policy of 43 most
cited.
12.00
University of Detroit Journal of Urban La11
21.75
University of Florida Law Review
18.75
University of ~1i ami Law Review
12.00
University of Michigan Journal of Law Reform
16.75
University of Pittsburgh Law Review
18.00
University of Richmond La11 Review
16.75
University of San Francisco Law Review
12.50
University of Toledo La11 Revie~l
!i.OO
University of West Los Angeles Law Review
18.00
UC Davis Law Review
64.00
Uniform Commercial Code Law Journal
11.00
UCLA-Alaska Law Review
17.75
U~1KC Law Review
32.00
University of New South Wa 1es La1·1 Journa 1
12.00
Urban Law Annual
22.50
The Urban Lawyer
20.00
Utah Law Review
12.50
Valparaiso University Law Review
7.50
Vermont Law Review
11.75
1m 1i am and Mary Law Reyi ew
15.00
West Virginia Law Review
9.00
Wake Forest Law Revi.ew
16.75
Washington and Lee Law Review
15.00
~Jashington La1·1 Review
13.75
\olashington University Law Quarterly
12.00
Washburn Law Journal
25.00
Hayne Law Review
17.75
Hillamette Law Review
25.00
Hill iam Mitchell Law Review

-4-

$2843.75 ~ total of all proposed cancellations.
If we purchase $512.25 new titles based on policy we realize
a net savings of $2331.50.

..

'·
. .,,

Total for page:S512.25

. _,

1.976

•'
.,.

j'

Need to order the following because they are either indexed in TLP and v1e
have no subscriptions or we do not have two subscriptions of the 43 indexed
journals as listed in American Bar Foundation Research Journal.
1. Association of Student International Law Societies.
ASILS international law journal. v.l- 1977indexed with 1980
estimated 6.00- 10.00 p~r year.
2. Bracton Law Journal. (Exeter, England.) indexed vlith v.14, 1981.
price unknown.
1.5 pounds Sterling.
3. Boston Colle~e Law Review. need a c.2 for lo~1er floor (Faculty Library
has second copy at present).
$15.25
4. Canada-United States Law Journal.
5. Canadian business law journal.

4.00

55.00

6. Comm/Ent - Journal of Communications and Entertainment Lav1 20.00
7. Criminal Law Journal.

36.50

8. Employee Relations Law Journal. 72.00
9. George Mason Uniyersi.t.y Law Revi e1~. 3. 00
10. Journal of Crll]li.nal Law and cri.minolog¥ -- c.2 25.00
ll.Journal of International Law and Economics
14.00
12. Journal of taxation c.2 72.00
13. Louisiana Law Review c.2 16.00
14. Lloyd's ~laritime and Commercial Law Quarterly. 48.00
15. Michigan Yearbook of International Legal Studies. 24.00
16. Notre Dame Lawyer c.2

Journal of International Law and Business 15.00
18. Suffolk Transnational Law Journal 6.50

17.

..

.~:~~

15.00

North1~estern

19. University of Ha1~ai.i. Law Revi.ew:
20. Urban Law and Pol icy

12.00

46.50

__ __,_._ ---~· -'--

~·::<F• ....-..---~--~
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Cost
of West Regional and Federal Reporters over last 12 months

9-29-82

Atlantic Reporter

17 volumes.

3 sets

33.50(vol

569.50

West's California Reporter

11 volumes

3 sets

26.00

286.00

New York Supplement

13 volumes

2 sets

23.50

305.50

Northeastern

17 volumes

3 sets

33.50

569.50

Northwestern

15 volumes

3 sets

26.50

397.50

Pacific

20 volumes

4 sets

32.50

650.00

Southeastern

15 volumes

3 sets

28.50

427.50

Southern

18 volumes

3 sets

33.50

603.00

Southwestern

19 volumes

3 sets

28.50

541.50

7 volumes

3 sets

23.50

164,50

25 volumes

3 sets

23.50

587.50

Supreme Court Reporter

3 volumes

2 sets

26.50

79.50

Federal Rules

4 volumes

3 sets

21.50

86.00

Fed era 1 Reporter
Federal Supplement

Total

of one copy
Regional Reporters: 4,350.00 for 12 month period of 1981/82
(does not count Federal above)

Cost~of

of one copy
Total Cost ofN\11 Reporters

5,267.50 for last 12 months.

E:XfiiBii'. "F"
••

,.1 ..

'"1·.'

British Serial Services Covered by LEXIS
Title

Annual Cost

Law Reports

$606.29

All England law reports

400.00

Weekly law reports

335.02

Criminal Appeals Reports

400.00

1978

._,\. .... ..i.l..

ACQUISI~IONS COSTS ~~D ?EF.NI!..NEL~'i.' ADDITJ:Ct;S TO 'IHE COLLECTTONS CO!'o~PAHED:

1970/.1971 s.nd 1980/1981.

f:

O'J

~

Ave~

Total

Fer

Total
Volume

Tot=.l

Cos'=

Voli"'.me

sc:10o1

age

?.verage
Cost Per
Vo1~.e

Total

~c:.1nt

Volur.:es:

Ac'=:_u.isi ticns

Vcl::~e

Count

Volu."!les

Ac~~isitions A~ded

Fnd ':lf

i"dciec~

E:-;i=e!lS2S

AddaC.

End of

1970/71

1970/71

1970/71

1970/71.

1980/81.

Added
1980/81

Expenses
1980/al

1980/
1951.

$ 130,t57

~.23.05

201,327

$ 276,287

288,500
91,175
139,460
229,74C

20.32
1~ .. ~6

464,966
248,356
285,579
627,615

12,235
10,C98
11,095

395,220
238,470
312,110
327,360

$49.59
31.30
19.49
30.91
29.55

14,819
18,758

356,475
651,349

5,538
12,628

Stan:-:Jrc!

108,795
267 '737
116,000
197,239

5,667
14,200
6,300
9, "!)35

··ra1e

503,651

ll,Q71

290,528
1,184(939
421,000
333,622
515,000
262, /til
141,649

10,6:!8
18,044

lOC,7'J3

:L~a

230,639

i2. 73

410,226
1,386,740

11, 0:}')

2lJO,QJO

18 .. ::.8

546,840

1~,373

~35,62g

3,£'24

1.14,743
:'..3:! .[;46

E.68

:53,0~6

1C.53

7,768

137,000

17.~~

370,491
375,596
322,681
264,798

31.25

14,578

451,632
687;466
351,579
267,984

11,819

l2 .. GJC

Fe:!::sylv2nia

~28,4i0

1~5,~61

SM:i

169,3~0

6,517
10,193
l0,935

268,18E

1=7,560

15.63
13 .. ;2
10.15

333,005

Tc::-.-:J.c

5,002
8,?:E
9,523

41.15
30.17
24.13
::.7.37
34.66
, a_
.....,,..
o ........

iilab:-u-n:J.

Cal-Berk ..
usc
t:.:>rt:a·.·:cst.:2~-n

H.!:.:VZt":d

!·li ..:~ i'J a:-t
·~i:ln:!s::·tca.

::..11.:!. u~::!::~n
C"1:.n~..L.L

:;..tf"al-:>

~·:as hi

ngtcn

':as~

\·1e~tern

St .. John's
Ne~-; Me xi co
~3U
·--~I.1\

'-'·

o(

!liinoi-;

t;.

of

l~ar:sas

u.

1 ...

f Kc=ntuc}:y

Brcckl~·n

r 3;-1

Fr.rdha."l

!:Jfstr.:t

of r:incir.::~~:.
0h!.('") S~-=1tc U.
t'.

203,900
129,087
97,4CO
J3,29B
163,€66
215!5£6
235,479
116,722
113,101

8,~17

4,8Sl
9,257
2,825
6,542
7,787
17,677
~,23C

6,207

120140&
87,~21

107,940
85,62l
~4,958

71,775
68,421
107,688
l2S,ooo
G2,400
63/441

l5.lE
20.75

ll.27

30~,601

10,152
13,025
9,002

14-~6

270,328
361,334
208,711
220,C87
218,805
300,393
280,869
394,284
191,611

:l .. :s

22~~,834

8,107

13.~5

l7.;l
10.2S
9.l:
l~-46
1~.33

7.co

~,087

7,524
9,232
11,9~5

13,208
6,726
15,590
7,541S

33,05:!

4,~:()

o.;0,9UC.

11.::~

2G:3,498

133,43.;
76. ~~Jo

8,~43

f5,ElS

: .. ..:.o;:.

2.~7,116

7,C00

133,500

12.?3

205,04S

71,9£0

s,:sJ

110,929

19.~~

150,S04

10,901
1E ,481
9,271
5,542

!23,~~0_

!1.~1

426,875

1~,775

294, 85'1
10,505
6, ~~~.fj_:j- .-~) (~ ~-~--7/
Y9.:-'_ .....

.::.::':]"
. ~-- ·:~.:~~ ::
/. ,
/.__..

,_,~·

7I

/O;-

263,369
248,730
260

1 8~2

353,877
234,47L
607,020
318,39S
354,973
200,C07
209,725
237, l'J•}
29:),72~

/0?·c;;?

.:onti:::.:.~~:::-

34.72
30.38

85.1
73.7
114.1
44.8

24 .. 6
42.2

37.50

17.0
29.9
33.4
33.!:i

24./5

33.8

29.~2

89.2
45.8

l?..C5
45.~6
~7.34

:2.11

9::1.3

59.6
73.0
61.7
l25.S

;>.dded 1970/71
to 1990/Bl.

.5

115.4

.7
.6
.3
.5

34.8
103.6
42.~

.7

...

l53.a

•1
·•.9

171.7
67 .. 1
158.4

.2
.9
.3
.6
.4
.2 ....

231 .. 2
135.0
6&.3

.4

103.3

2.~2.2
:19.~·

E7.5
'ln.'3
-J-.1

l2G.O
77.1
30.3
t l l ••',

·'
.o

225.3
79J·
131.:::

~~

2<3.5!.
25.01

6·1.2

98.8

.fJ

21.73
17.::.4

l40.l

.6

.7

297,?t;

:3 . .:l

1 '":I' • "..;

--c'l -: ~.-=/

5~.0

.7
.7
.2

::.6.5<
3e.::.-

._~;~,

cost Per
Volu..~t=:!

·'. 7

:?10,<.JSS~

2~5,'32.;;

AV~!"Ug!!

1970/71 -to
1980/81.
to

85.2
16S.4
109.5

f45?S.-:_:r :u..:f/ /?_? 5[...::'5~7. ·' .:~ ...

\..-....... :.·--

307,54~

24.06

Percent
Increase In

Percent
Fer1._
!ncrease
In Size of
-::o11.:cticn

·:-{/

• .!.
.2
.1

)C"'.,

...,

~1~~~
JZ9.~
24~.3

1B. ':
11-'J.";
40.1!

9!.5
')9.C

//~.(

.,
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CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES 1982/83
Kenneth L, Shoemaker, Head, Circ.
Summary
The past FY was a busy one at the Circulation Desk.

In spite of

the hiring freeze imposed in January, we were able to fill all position
vacancies by making special requests to the Provost's Office.

We have

come to realize that it is becoming increasingly unrealistic to expect
employees to remain in the clerical positions for any significant period
of time.

The reasons are that the positions are relatively low paying

and the workload and stress levels predictably high,

During this past

FY, we had five staff terminations/changes, this within a Circulation
staff of seven (6 FTE),

This has presented a continuing

challenge

to us in areas such as providing consistent patron assistance, maintaining
up-to-date overdue notices and bills for lost books, and achieving
staff continuity and harmony in the Desk operation.
The physical facilities in the library were improved, repaired
and re-arranged in important ways during the
and Projects").

p~t

year (see "Activities

Some significant increases in many Circulation activities and

in demand for services are reflected in the attached statistics appendices.
And perhaps most significantly, the position of Assistant Supervisor of
Circulation was reclassified upwards to include new and important duties
and provide a greater depth of supervision and management at the Desk
(see 'l.>ersonnel"),
Activities and Projects
The Upper Floor Tattletape Exit gate was rendered fully operational
at long last.

In April, Bob Crain (Video Center) voluntarily took on

the challenge of troubleshooting and coordinating the repair of the unit.
This involved many hours of testing, telephone calls, and making modification

r. 1.981

'•.

and adjustments to the equipment.

This is the first time that this system

has operated properly, and Mr. Crain's outstanding efforts and accomplishment
have resulted in greatly increased book security.
Between Fall and Spring semesters, a new "Reserve Carrel" policy was
established with the approval of the Dean and Assistant Dean of the Law
School.

In conjunction with the new policy, carrels were re-arranged

and numbered to provide the best possible spacing, lighting, and availability.
Significant in the new policy are: (1) the decision to limit each law faculty
person to one carrel for the use of assigned work/study student(s); (2) the
automatic assignment of lower floor carrels, unless there is a legitimate
reason for assigning one on the Upper Floor; (3) carrels will be assigned
on a semester basis, with no "general study" carrels assigned; (4) an effort
will be made to avoid "filling up" any one area of carrels with reservations.
In the Spring the library purchased two additional electric typewriters,
bringing to five the number provided for patron use.

Also in the Spring,

the pay telephone was finally installed, after a three year wait.
phone is located in the main lobby area by the Circulation Desk.

The
Its

presence in the library permits patrons to make phone calls using library
bo?ks without having to remove the books from the library.
In the Spring, a typewriter was stolen from the Technical Services
office.

As a result, a change in.responsibility for unlocking the office

in the mornings was instituted wherein the Tech. Services staff now have
the key to the outside door and unlock it only when there is at least one
staff person present.
There were many instances of temperature problems in various areas of
the library again this FY.

Most of the problems were too much heat.

most significant one occurred from April 22 through May 27.

The

During this

period, we were required to shut down all photocopiers each afternoon and
evening due to the excessive heat.
2

This resulted in loss of revenue from

.•' .

photocopiers, and created serious inconveniences for many library patrons,
some of whom expressed frustration and even hostility about the situation,
_!.'ersonnel
Effective at the end of December, Loren Hines' position as Assistant
Supervisor of Circulation was reclassified from LTA II to LTA III and
retitled "Operations Supervisor."

This was done to restructure management

lines within Circulation and also to acknowledge work already being performed
by Mr. Hines,

His new duties include final supervisory responsibility for

all Work/Study positions within Circulation, additional primary responsibility·'
for staff positions, and an increased role in staff hiring and firing.

Mr. Hines continues in his role as head of Interlibrary Loans section,
however a permanent Work/Study position has been assigned to this section
and has alleviated the time demand on him from this area to permit him to
assign the clerical tasks and direct his attention to supervisory matters.
Vickie Jaramillo resigned effective September 14, 1982, to accept
another position elsewhere in the library.

She was replaced by Kim Elam,

who returns ~o the Circulation staff after a snort absence, on September
16, 1982.

Elizabeth Malone resigned effective October 3, 1982, to accept
a position elsewhere in the

libra~y,

She left behind a very well organized

section and her outstanding contributions to the Circulation Desk operation
were sorely missed,

She was replaced by Deborah Knight on October 25, 1982.

Ms. Knight was terminated during her probationary period effective February
23, 1983.

She was replaced by Judy Neff on Narch 14, 1983.

After a brief

but highly productive period, Ms. Neff resigned effective June 6, 1983
to accept a position in another library.
still vacant and posted,

3

At this time, the position is

.. ~.

:19A3
Staff Training and Development
In January, Greg Boardley completed a course entitled

'~anaging

Stress Workshop" offered by the UNM Personnel Department.

On March 23, Loren Hines and Ken Shoemaker attended an AMIGOS
workshop on the OCLC Interlibrary Loan sub-system.
Ken continued to stay involved with the ongoing development and
implementation of the automated circulation system, and toward that end,
attended numerous meetings and training sessions at Zimmerman library.
Final Notes
I wish to acknowledge the contributions of many individuals in the
Circulation Department during the past FY.

Loren Hines continued to

provide mature and capable assistance in the management of the Circulation
team.

He also again provided excellent service through the ILL section.

David Epstein's cheerful, easy-going manner and his continued attitude
of cooperation and dependability was a significant factor in reduced stress
levels at the desk.

Greg Boardley, perhaps the least visible staff person

because he works at night, worked diligently

t~

and supervise the ever-changing Work/Study team.

develop night desk operations
Kim Elam once again performed

the work of a full-time position in less than thirty hours per week.
Her thoroughness and hard work have resulted in a much better control over
book searches, pocketparts, and microforms.

Oscar Baynes continues to

serve as the library's "ambassador" and many of our patrons have expressed
appreciation for his friendliness and help.
Several Work/Study employees have been singled out by their supervisors
for outstanding service.

Among them are Ursula Garcia, Gar Clarke, and

Mary Mcintyre, day workers, and Kathy Taylor, 'nights and weekends.

Thank

you all for helping make the library environment such a pleasant place to
work and study.

4
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INTERLIBRARY LOAN REPORT FY 1982/83
Activity in this sec;,tio!"l of the Circulation Department has continued to increase over the last three years.

As stated in the report of last year this is

most 1 ikely due to the use of the O.C.L.C. ILL Subsystem.

Requests from other

libraries were up 24% this year, which is roughly the same increase that was experienced last year (25%).

Requests generated by our patrons increased by 56%,

as compared to only 3% last year.

This Is most likely a function of the patrons'

awareness of the availability of a timely interlibrary loan process.

When the

patron realizes that h/she will genera)ly not have to wait 2-3 weeks for an inter1 ibrary loan, they are more apt to avail themselves of the service.
The statistics indicate that our activity on the whole was up 24%.

This is

compared to a 20% increase last FY, and a 101% increase over the previous 2 years.
This steady increase in activity has put a strain on the interlibrary loan section.
Coupled with the increased activity was a decrease in percentage oF' time ~pent on
ILLs by Loren.

With the reclassification of Loren's position, ILL time was cut

from 50% of his position to 25% of his position.

This has been counter-balanced

by the hiring of a work study student, who now spenjs approximately 20 hours a
week processing ILL requests.

With 30 person hours a week now being devoted to

interlibrary loans, efficiency and effectiveness have levelled off and the section
is operating smoothly.
A statistical compilation of interlibrary loan activity over the last year
can be found on the following page.
the previous year's levels.

Also presented is the percentage tncrease over

. -STATIST)CAL COMPILATION FOR FY 1982/83
\ OUR REQUESTS

FY '1982/83

%increase from FY 81/82

\

Requested by us but not filled

22

16%

Borrowed from other libraries and returned

89

59%

Photo-copy orders completed by other libraries for us

70

71%

181

56%

Requested by other libraries but not filled

239

less than 1%

Loaned to other libraries and returned

190

21%

Photo-copy orders completed by us for other libraries

137'~

54%

Total number of requests f.rom other libraries

566I

16%

747

24%

Total number of requests .made by us
REQUESTS RECEIVED FROM OTHER LIBRARIES

TOTAL NUMBER OF REQUESTS'SERVICED BY'THIS liBRARY

*The total number of pages copied for other libraries 1564, which averages to approximately 11.4 pages per
At $.04 per copy (Series Ill copier averages) this equals a total cost of $62.56

~

fZ.

0~

~

reques~
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CIRCULATION STATISTICS
July
August
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec,

1423
1643
1651
1530
1761

Jan".
Feb.
March
April
May
June

1171

HIGHEST MONTH:
LOWEST MONTH:
July~

Oct.
Jan.

~

~
April~

Sept.
Dec,
March
June

Rank order:

TOTAL CIRCULATION JULY 1982
THROUGH JUNE 1983:
17' 130
BOOKS PER DAY:

SEPT.
JUNE

4717
4462
42~S

3655

Aug. ~ Dec. (1st sem)
Jan. - May (2nd sem)

1544
1177
1575
1529
llOO
1026

7756
6925
~ 831

November
September
August
March
January
October
April
July
February
December
May
June

48

1.9A7

RESERVE STATISTICS
Class reserve check-out:
4076
3017
7075

books and photocopied material checked aut by card
video, audio, photocopied material

Desk reserve check-out:
2004
1365
1161
4530

books
tape players
video equipment

Reserves never used: 140

,'

'.

Telex II Statistics for FY 1982-83
Over this twelve month period, there was steady activity on the Telex II
(TWX) machine. We received 97 messages and transmitted 9. In past years our
method of transferring messages to other departments came under question. The
procedure at that time was to put the message in the Campus Mail and to forget
about it. After a letter was sent to M. 11 Swede11 Johnson complaining about the
time delay"in' receivhg these messages, it was determined that some change in
procedure was necessary.
The new procedure consists of recording all incoming messages, noting;
origin, date, destination, date receiving party was contacted by phone, and
the date when the message was put in the Campus Mail. ~~the institution
of this new procedure,(3/11/82) there have been no complaints.
We also sent 9 international telex messages. As we have no trained staff
to perform this function, this is always an interesting experience. ~/e instituted a policy concerning this procedure this year. We do not make any guarantees that the message will be received. If it is, and we get billed for it,
we bill the sending department for the billing cost+ $5.00 ($2 service charge &
$3 billing fee). If the sending department or person pays for the service
directly, rather than being billed, we only charge the $2 service charge~
A breakdown of messages sent and received is listed below:
'RECEIVED

SENT
Department

Number

Math & Statistics
Geology
Personnel
Physics & Astronomy

2

5
1
1

Total

9

>~All Departments that received
'~*Hestern Union lnfomaster is a

Department

· 'Numoer

Geology
11
. P·liys i cs & As.t ronorny
15
· 'Medi'cal Center
8
''Engineering (Chern. ,Nucl. ,Elec. ,etc.). 10.
MatR & Statts.ttcs
9
Law Scflool
3
Anderson Scliool of ~anagement
3
Biology
3
21
Mtsc.*
"24
lnfomaster messages**
.'total 97

on:ly I or 2 messages are included in this category.
service- provided to all Telex II operattons,
These messages generally report some new or spectal Holtday service,

r · t.9't9s
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The Report of the Reference Department
July l, 1982- June 30, 1983
Richard L. Bowler, Associate Librarian/Reference Services

Personnel
Susan Magee replaced Glen Peter Ahlers as Reference Assistant August 16,
1982.

She was employed at the LTA II level.

legal research and computer training.

She has completed in-house

As she gains experience she will be

evaluated for possible re-classification to the Library Specialist level.
In light of her past experience and her growth during this year in her job
she was placed in charge of the Reference Center's work study students.
This development was an outgrowth of the fact that at the end of the
school year the Reference Center was given permission for the first time to
employ a second twenty hour per week work-study student.

The two work-study

students are now taking up a growing proportion of all filing, thus making
available more time for Reference Assistants to do more special projects,
some of which are described later in this report, as are some of the space
implications of adding staff.

Patron Services
The continuing survey of patron use has led to another change in weekend hours.

The Reference Center is now open on Saturdays from 10 AM - 2 PM

and on Sundays from l PM - 5 PM.

This represents no change in the number

of hours the Reference Center is open.

The Survey also indicated that it

would be impractical to open after 8 AM or close before 9:30 PM on weekdays
during the regular school year.
A very real accomplishment for the library, its patrons and her was
the compilation by Pat Wagner of the Guide to New Mexico State Documents.

1990

·.

This was done for the American Association of Law Libraries Government Documents Special Interest Section and will be distributed nationally by them.
Not incidentally, this publication makes access to materials in this library
much easier.
The Reference Center staff gave tours to groups composed of people
similar to the groups mentioned in last year's report.

However, due princi-

pally to increases in class size the total number of tours increased substantially.

The 1ibrary' s "Self-Guided Tour ... " has alleviated some of this burden,

but the number of personal tours the Reference Center staff must g'ive is still
a growing problem.
During the year representatives of BNA and RIA gave seminars on their
respective labor and tax reporters, improving the proficiency of Reference
Center staff significantly in these areas.
March 15, 1983 Reference Center and other library staff and faculty
visited the State Archives and Record Center and the State Supreme Court in
Santa Fe.

The dual purposes of this trip were, to become more familiar with

the official mechanism for handling state agency regulations, t? better inform patrons and to become more familiar with the microfilming project
of state court records and briefs in order to better prepare the library for
the transition from paper to film in this area.

In both respects the con-

sensus was that the trip was highly·successful.
Many editorial suggestions were contributed by the Reference Center to
Lorraine Lester who prepared a new edition of the "A Guide to the School of
Law Library".
the

"Gu~de ...

In addition, Pat Wagner did a new and revised set of maps for
"
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The attempt to provide more outreach research services to attorneys
continued to be mired in difficulties which are described in more detail
in the "Annual Report of the Legal Research Librarian".

Prison Project
The activities of the Prison Project are reported in detail in the
"Annual Report of the Legal Research Librarian".

In addition, the Associate

Librarian/Reference Services continued consultations with various members
of the prison system aimed at improving their law libraries and their own
\

\

law library skills.

Teaching
The Associate Librarian/Reference Services and the Law Librarian gave
a series of seven (7) lectures (split up into about seventeen (17) sections,
about equally divided between the two teachers) to the first year Analysis
and Advocacy classes covering the basic principles of legal research. A
review of this approach found it not to be the most effective system and a
plan was proposed to give lectures in the library to small groups of students
next year, the details of which were about to be worked out at the time of
the writing of this report.
On February 17, 1983, the Associate Librarian/Reference Services ·gave
a seminar on Advanced Legal Research Techniques to a group of Clinical students.

The approach used in the class was to discuss the research implica-

tions of their actual current cases.
probably be used again next year.

This was deemed successful and will

'•

With the permission of the Dean of the Law School the Associate Librarian/
Reference Services taught a two (2) credit hour course on legal research to
students in the Professional Program of the University of Albuquerque.
The Associate Librarian/Reference Services proposed to the Law School
Curriculum Committee that he teach a course in Economic Ana·lysis of Law.
The proposal was accepted and a two (2) credit hour seminar is now scheduled
to be taught in the Spring

1984

semester.

Additional teaching activities are mentioned under the headings Lexis
and Westlaw and Professional and Community Activities in this report.

Lexis and Westlaw
By decision of the law school faculty Lexis training became mandatory
for first year students this year.

This effectively doubled the teaching

burden of the faculty and staff of the Reference Center.

As was the case

last year, the Associate Librarian/Reference Services and the Legal Research
Librarian lectured groups of about five (5) each on Lexis with each lecture
followed by a practice session conducted by them or Pat Wagner or Richard
McGoey.

The size of this job will double again in the next year with the

acquisition of Westlaw (discussed later in this report).

Ways of relieving

this burden will have to be found.
Equipment problems continue unabated.

Several (we lost count) new

printers had to be instal1ed and several weeks of phone line work went into
the system.
hard to find.

All of our equipment is out of date and t·eplacement parts are
Serious consideration must be given to the acquisition of

modern equipment.
Access to Dialog and the New York Times Information Bank were acquired
through Lexis-Nexis.

Dialog is an on-line bibliographic utility offering

access to 110+ databases indexing materials on every subject in existehce.

The

Ne~1

York Times Information Bank contains full text of the

Times and a vast data base of abstracts on many subjects.

~ew

York

These two new

features of Lexis-Nexis must be paid for separately and as of the time of
this writing details of providing access for faculty and students to them
were still being worked out.
Esther Nelson, an on-line specialist from Western Illinois University,
spent Spring Semester 1983 at the University of New Mexico teaching librarians and others in her specialty and learning medical and legal systems.
The Associate Librarian/Reference Services taught her extensively on Lexis
and, in a session she arranged, gave General Library Public Service Librarians
a detailed introduction to Lexis and Westlaw.
After an offer of free equipment from vlest at the very end of this fiscal year the decision was finally made to acquire Westlaw.

The paper work

is to be sent in July and installation and training are expected to be
available early in the school year.
paid for out of the library's. budget.

Unlike Lexis, time on Westlaw will be
Also, arrangements can be made for

Westlaw to be a public access terminal, thus givin9 attorneys access for the
first time to our computerized legal research faciltities.
For more details about his role in Lexis training the report of the
Legal Research Librarian should be consulted.

Administration
Prompted by the knowledge that a second work study student could be
acquired, a review of the allocation of space in the Reference Center was
made.

The result of that review was a decision, concurred in by him, that

the Legal Research Librarian move out of his Reference Center office into
the office next to the Automated Research Room on the other side of the up-

per floor mezzanine.

This in no way reflects any change in his relationship

with the Reference Center.
his old office.

The two work study students have been moved into

The filing cabinet in the Reference Assistants' Room has

been removed and the bookcase moved into its place.

Reference Center Materials

are now filed in the Associate Librarian/Reference Services cabinet or the one
in'the now work-study office.

The total effect has been to open up space

and arrange furniture more. effectively.
Exhibits prepared by members of the Reference Center include:
-_ Humor and the Law, Susan Magee, October 1982' Computers and the Law, Lorenzo
Barela, February 1983; Historic Courthouses, Pat Wagner, April 1983; Country
Studies, Susan Magee, May 1983.
Lorenzo Barela, Pat Wagner, along with Susan Weeks and Loren Hines
comprised a study committee to consider possible alterations to and expansion
of the Rare Book Room.
A revised folder advertising library services to attorneys was prepared
with text written by Reference Center members, pictures set-up by the Associate Librarian/Reference Services and distribution to attorneys at the State
Bar Convention in Santa Fe handled by the Legal Research Librarian (see his
report).

~ollection

The folder ~1as also mailed to all attorneys in the State.

Development

A new serials review project was initiated in response to the rapidly
deteriorating state of the University's and library's budget.
serial in the library is being examined and recoded as follows:

Every active

.'
A.

Retain and review every three (3) years

B.

Retain and review annually

c.

Cancel

This coding is being done by the Law Librarian and Associate Librarian/
Reference Services.

Each serial is also being ranked by the above, Richard

McGoey, Pat Wagner and Lorenzo Barela.

The scale is 1 (cancel) to 5 (essential).

The coding and ranking are being recorded on the serial record, and appropriate
action taken.

This system gives a precise ranking and order of review for

all serials.
The New York Times microfilm was cancelled as of January 1983.
York Times index was retained.

The New

News of the New York Times being on Nexis

came later and helped justify this decision.
A project was started to see if all Congressional publications could
be received in microfiche through the Depository on a reliable basis.
This was a step toward seeing if the very expensive subscription to Congressional Information Service microfiche could be cancellEid at some future·po.int.
Availability of the microfiche from the Depository has been slow in developin~,

so the test was really only

gettin~

under way at the end of the fiscal year.

Pat Wagner and Tom Huesemann worked together closely throughout the
year to update the library's holdings of New Mexico agency regulations.
Pat's work on the "Guide ... " and the trip to the State Archives and Records
Center, both mentioned earlier, have helped this process.
With the anticipated departure of Susan Weeks, Special Collections
Librarian, July 20, 1983, it became necessary to redistribute her selection
responsibilities.

The Associate Librarian/Reference Services has initially

ass.umed the responsibility for searching the Government Printing Office Monthly
Catalog for Indian materials and will gradually assume other aspects of her
selection responsibilities as well.

,.;

·.
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Professional and Community Activities
Richard Bowler gave a 3 l/2 hour seminar in Taos to the Legal Assistants
of New Mexico in October 1982.

He is now negotiating with them to offer

their members a regular evening course in legal research.
Richard Bowler attended the American Association of Law Libraries (AALL)
in Houston during June 1983 as a member of the Committee on the Indexing of
Periodical Literature and its Subcommittees on Title Inclusion and Exclusion.
Spirited discussion was held on titles and classes of periodicals for inclusion and exclusion and on the committee's relationship with the publisher
of tre Legal Resource Index and Current Law Index.

Mr. Bowler's continuing

role on this committee actively involves him year round.
In his continuing role of Consultation Officer for the Rio Grande Chapter of the Special Libraries Association, Richard Bowler held a consultation
on the state of the law holdings at the University of Albuquerque Library and
taught a legal research seminar to some of their librarians in October 1982.
The library sponsored a trip by Richard McGoey to attend the Institute on
"Creative Research in Law Libraries" in Dallas, Texas, June 22-24, 1983
The Institute had sessions on:

legal and judicial ethics, health care,

antitrust and trade regulation, securities, labor relations and federal
taxation.

Intensive workshops were also held on Dialog, Westlaw, Lexis and

other databases.

Richard has showrr a significant increase in knowledge

since his return and the favorable effects of the Institute can be seen in
his work.
Richard Bowler, Pat Wagner and Richard McGoey attended a Patent Workshop at the General Library given Octcber 29,. 1982 by Barbara Kile, Patent
Librarian at Southern Methodist University, a Patent Office depository.

,'

Richard Bowler and Lorraine Lester attended an Amigos Workshop on the
Use of OCLC for Reference Purposes, October 29, 1982 in Santa Fe.

Many good

~- ."'

points were made but use of the system with its present capabilities (lack
of subject access) for reference will remain limited.
Richard Bowler remained active with the University's Speaker's Bureau,
and on June 2, 1983 addressed the Rio Rancho Kiwanis on "Law Library Service
to Prisoners and Others".
Mary Lauffer of the University's Public Information Office interviewed

I

Richard Bowler over several days in March 1983.
emerged a news story sent out in a press release.

Out of these interviews
The story subsequently

appeared in the Lobo, Campus News and New Mexico Independent.
Pat Wagner joined AALL.

Richard Bowler joined NMLA.

,'

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LEGAL RESEARCH LIBRARIAN
July 1982-June 1983
by
Lorenzo Barela

The following report will briefly address developments of the past academic year in four areas which encompass the core of responsibilities associated with the position of UNl\1 Legal Research Librarian.
implicated areas are as follows:

Specifically, these

(1) law faculty research; (2) LEX IS training;

(3) State Bar matters; and (4) requests from prisoners and pre-trial detainees.

I.

LAW FACULTY RESEARCH
Among the several law faculty research requests which I fielded and

worked on during the past academic year were the following:

real estate

contract forfeitures in the context of Chapter 13 bankruptcy proceedings
(Prof. W. Ellis, 10/5/82); a list of the poverty law opinions of Justice Cruz
Reynoso of the Supreme Court of California, including those· opinions written
in his former capacity as a Judge of the Third Division of the California
Court of Appeals (Prof. Gonzales,

~0/20/82);

a search for cases concerning

the application of Rule 56(f) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to circumstances not involving a party's failure to make timely discovery (Prof.
Martinez, 11/24/82); a search for New l\lexico cases pertaining to a plaintiff's
settlement with only one of a multiplicity of parties-defendant in workmen's
compensation actions {Prof. Martinez, 12/15/82); and a search for (includes
investigative research, such as long-distance phone calls) for any and all
information pertaining to the proposed "Uniform Payments Code" (Dean Hart,
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4/1/83).

These were the type of projects which involved the greatest amount

of time and/or in some instances the greatest degree of legal analysis.
Several other short-term

research

request of law faculty members.

projects were undertaken at the

Representative requests falling into this

category would include frequent LEX IS updates on the most recent U.S.
Supreme and U.S.

Circuit

brought under 42 U.S.C.

Court cases involving negligence-type actions
§

1983 (for the Advocacy faculty during Spring

Semester 1982), and a spur of the moment research request from the U.S.
District Courthouse concerning expert witness costs and fees
Martinez, estimate mid-February of 1983).

(for Prof.

Many other 82-83 faculty requests

which did not require the exercise of legal analysis or judgment were handled
by the Reference Assistants.

II.

LEXIS TRAINING
The task of providing introductory LEXIS instruction to first-year law

students and refresher seminars for upper-class students and law faculty has
grown to the point where it represents a significant portion of the Legal
Research Librarian's routine responsibilities.

Very rarely does a week go by

without my personal receipt of at least one request for LEXIS training or
assistance.

Accordingly,

have· instituted the practice of maintaining a

waiting list of people (i.e., of those" entitled to use our LEXIS terminal) who
have requested such training on an ad hoc basis.

When 3-5 names have

accumulated on this list, I attempt to schedule a mutually convenient seminar.
In addition, I conducted about one-half of the 26 seminar-lectures which
were held to introduce the first-year law students to LEXIS during the spring
semester of 1983.

In some of these instances, I also directed the "hands-on"

portion of these introductorY, LEXIS seminars.

(See the 1982-1983 Annual
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Report of the UNI\1 Reference Librarian, for more information regarding the
Spring 1983 LEX IS instruction of the first-year law class).

Finally, at the

!•· ..

request of Professor Norwood, I conducted about 5 complete LEXIS seminars
for students enrolled in the Fall 1982 Clinical Law Program.

III.

STATE BAR MATTERS
I was fortunate to attend, on behalf of our law library, the 1982 State

Bar of New Mexico Annual Convention held in Santa Fe on October 7-9, 1982.
/In addition to attending many of the continuing legal education programs, I
set up an exhibitor's booth and table to distribute copies of our various
informational and public relations brochures.

I occupied this booth during all

of the refreshment breaks held in the -exhibit area.

A few attorneys came by

'the booth to ask some questions and to chat about our library's services and
collection.

Some complimented us on the good service which they had previ-

ously received from our library's staff.
About one month following the 1982 Bar Convention, I arranged the
publication of my summary of our library's services to New Mexico lawyers
and my general outline of our collection.

This summary appeared in Vol-

ume 21, No. 44 (11/4/82) of the New 1\-lexico State Bar Bulletin's
Views" section.

(See Appendix A,

~ttached).

11

News and

I have received some verbal

remarks of appreciation from local attorneys for the publication of this summary.
Finally, an unfortunate development regarding a proposed expansion of
services to the New l\lexico Bar, derives from the budgetary constraints that
are presently afflicting the Law School and the whole University.

The pro-

posed nAttorney Research Projectn was indefinitely placed on the back burner,

because

currently

there is

not any seed money available for
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acquisition of the additional personnel, equipment and supplies needed to get
the project started.

This project would provide substantial legal research

and writing services to New Mexico lawyers who would pay us an hourly fee
based on the actual work done by attorney-supervised law students and
clerical staff.

While this proposal

(as described)

contemplated eventual

self-sufficiency, this writer believes that it should remain in its present
holding pattern until the acquisition of Westlaw and the availability of that
system for general (non-academic) legal research.

Such availability would not

only enhance and expedite the research capability of the proposed "Attorney
Research Project," but it might also serve as a source of additional Law
Library or Law School revenues from lawyers wanting to conduct their own
computer-assisted legal research on a time-shared or sub-leased basis.

IV.

PRISONER REQUESTS
Our records show that written requests from incarcerated persons (in-

cludes pre-trial detainees) during the one-year period addressed by his
report were up about 14% from the previous year.
requests was actually 303.

The total number of such

Many of these requests came from people who

have made repeated use of our free copying service, since the above number
of letters were written by only 140 persons.
were as follows:

The sources of these requests

63% from city or county jails in New Mexico, 21% from New

Mexico state institutions, 13% from federal prisons in New l\Iexico or New
Mexico prisoners that were transferred to various federal prisons, and 3%
from out-of-state prisoners with no formal association with our state.
Approximately 96% of the above requests were answered by our provision
of specifically requested material or items which were patently relevant to the
issues being researched.

In the remaining instances, the responses to these

-4-
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requests took the form of a standard letter which is typically used. to explain
the limitations of our services

(i.~:J.,

no legal advice or interpretation are

provided, no copies of material already available in their own facilities are
provided, and no service is offered to out-of-state prisoners who are not New
Mexico transferees).

-5-
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Law Library

Y tORENZO BARELA,

ESQUIRE
.N.M. Legal Research Librarian
he faculty and staff of the
Jniversity of New lllcxico
d10ol of Law Library recognize,
nlllllg IIH:ir various duties, a
·sp"ll'ihility to enhance
he kgal rl!~earrh activities of
he Ncw Mcxico 13ar.
ccortlingly, we invite lawyers
hrou~hout th~ state to avail
hems"elves of onr library's •
ervices and collection. The ·
en•ices currently oifcred to
ew lllexico attorneys
enerally fall into two categories,
hose provided by the
'irculation and the Reference
cpanments. The particular
ervices of tht:sc discrete
cpartments will be discussed
eparately and can be solicited
nd~prndently. Finally, this
ummary will also include a
riel' and somewhat generalized
utlinc of our collection, a
chedule of current hours, and
mr address and phone numbers.
Circulation Services
'1. principallunction of the
~irculation

Desk is to facilitate
he process of book borrowing.
hough the majority of primary
escan:h materials cannot be
)Orrowed, attorneys may check
out nonrestricted items for
up to three weeks. Borrowing
requests may be made in person,
by phone, through the mail
or via teletype. The TELEX
number is: 910-989-1150. .
:::irculating materials can be
mailed to attorneys anywhere
in the state for t!1eir use during
the loan period.

Attorneys in need of material
not found in our collection are
ad\•ised to contact their
nearest public library to
arrange to an interlibrary Joan
from -a law library which docs
Jmve such items. Our own
interlibrary loan sen•ice can assist
in the procurement of material
;ontained 111 other law libraries
if .t lawyer is too rcmotl!ly
tionA

situated from a public library
which offers this type of service.
The Circulation Desk also
houses the library's reserve
collections ami provides access
to four of the library's
photocopiers (two other
copi<:r~ are coin-operated).
Inquiries n.:ganling tht:
availability of oiTicc space for
extended research projects and
general library policies should ·
be dircded to this desk. Phone
messages for attorneys
conducting research in our
library will be taken at the
Circulation Desk (277-6236)
and posted on the library's
message board. Finally, the
·Circulation Desk may be
contacted for special interim
library hours during the summer
session, semester breaks and
holidays.
Reft:rence Services
The Reference Center is
fundamentally concerned with
the efficient use of the library's
collection. Hence, its faculty
and staff, consisting of two
lawyer librarians and three
professional library specialists,
are conveniently situated on
the library's upper noor
proximate to most primary
research sources. These
personnel can answer questions
ranging from those concerning
th~:. whercr.bouts of particular
tith.:s, to those set;king advice
on how to best approach a
particular resear~h topic. The
Reference Center will not,
however, render legal adivce,
interpret legal sources, prepare
legal memoranda or do research
requiring an unreasonable amount
of search time.
Requests for photocopies should
be directed to the Reference
Center (277-5131 ). The copies
. will be completed and mailed
(first class) at the present cost
of 20 cents per page (with a
S2.00 minimum.) Reference
Service is available Monday
throu)!h Thursday. 8:00a.m.

to 6.:00 p.m.; Saturdays,
~
10:30 a.m. to 2:30p.m.; and
Sundays, 3:00p.m. to 7:00p.m.
Library Collection
All federal and state statutes
All reported federal and state
court opinions
Digests for the federal courts
and the "Pacirir" region
Digests for each of the 50
states
Code of federal Regulations
and the Federal Register
Selected federal legislative
history( 1951- ) including
the Congressional Record

Major treatises and looseleaf
services
American Law Reports; legal
encyclopedias and related
sets
All law reviews mdexed in
the Index to Legal Periodicals
Practicing Law Institute
Manuals
New Mexico Practice Manuals
Special collections in American
Indian Law, land grant law and
Mexican Law (under·development)
Records and briefs of the U. S.
Supreme Court (1832- )
Limited collection of records
and briefs of N. M. Appellate
courts
Library Hours
Monday through Thursday:
7:30a.m. to Midnight
Friday
7:30a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Saturday
8:00a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Sunday
I 0:00a.m. to Midnight
Address
U.N.M. School of Law Library
1117 Stanford Dr. N. E.
Albuquerque, N. M. 87131
Phones
Circulation
Reference
Law Librarian
Technical Services

277-6236
277-5131
277-2737
277-4058
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THE REPORT OF THE TECHNICAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
UNM SCHOOL OF LAW LIBRARY
JULY 1, 1982 -- JUNE 30, 1983

Lorraine E. Lester, Associate Librarian/ Technical Services

The first year of implementation of the On-Line Circulation/ Inventory
Control System dominated Technical Services activities.

Most of the

Technical Services staff were affected in some way by various new
routines and tasks involved with preparation of the library collection
and creation of an accurate data base for the system.

During

t~i s

time, also, automation of serials functions came under an investiqation
by the Assistant Technical Services Librarian, Jerry Phillips, at the
request of the Law Librarian and Technical Services Librarian.

The

results of the study led to the proposal which has since been accepted:
that the Law Library adopt the OCLC Serials Subsystem as a significant
step toward benefitting from developments in library automation and
improving the efficiency and scope of our own operations [Appendix A,
attached],

Finally, a variety of projects were undertaken by the Special

Collections Librarian, Susan Weeks. These included the hiring of a
temporary cataloging assistant which enabled the library to add over
one thousand American Indian law and Latin American law titles to the
cataloged collection.
On-Line Circulation System
During the entire year, the Cataloging Department was transformed from
the Cataloging Department to the Library's Cataloging/ Retrospective
Conversion/ Automated Processing/ On-Line Bibliographic Department.

2005

The remaining professional librarians in Technical Services were also
added to this all-encompassing automation group to accomplish the
necessary tasks for preparing both the data base and the law library
collection.

It was not possible to acquire additional staff positions

or work-study slots to minimize the burden of the project. Although
the Law Library has a relatively small number of titles and volumes
as compared to those of the General University Library, the automated
system still requires over 50,000 bibliographic records to correspond
to the over 50,000 titles in the collection; and over 170,000 item
records to correspond to the individual volumes.

In addition, each

of the volumes require individual labels which meant that thousands
of volumes had to be individually located, removed from the shelf,
labeled and returned to the shelf; and any inconsistancies --

chan~ed

locations, changed call numbers, other enigmas -- had to be noted
and reconciled during this process.

The chore of labeling was combined

with more sophisticated problem solving and ultimately. corrections
being entered into the data base by the labeler.

To date, the database

contains bibliographic records for an estimated 25,000 titles in the
Law Library, and item records foi 32,635 separate pieces.

Throughout the year a variety of "critical events" such as hardware
breakdowns, program bugs, human errors and misunderstandings, turnover
within the vendor corporation, DataPhase, Inc. -- all impeded the progress
of. implementing the system.

Since the system computer is located at the
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General University Library,

~~sh

of the burden of hardware problems .

• 4'l

physical plant scheduling, temperature adjusting, etc. fell on the
staff at that library; but all work was held up at both libraries
during those

tim~s.

Often, an entire day's or several days' work

would be "lost" due to a system malfunction or an unknown quirk in
the program: We also began to experience some of the deeper
implications of having two separate libraries creating the same database.

Differences in philosophy and policies began to emerge and

affect the work of each library.

Throughout the year there was daily

communication between the staff of the General Library and the Law
Library, and a mass of paper communications was generated in the
course of reports and memos.

Much credit should go to Victor \<Jhitmore,

Head of the Cataloging Dept., for his outstanding work in coordinating
the operations necessary in implementing the system at this point,
for training the participants at the Law Library, and for acting as a
major liaison with the General Library on a daily basis.
Cataloging
Because of the diversion of cata1oging staff duties to implement the
On~Line Circulation/ Inventory Control System, the quantity of cataloging

fell somewhat this year.

Where in previous years, the disappearance

of a cataloging backlog was proudly proclaimed, a new backlog exists
since cataloging quantity fell to about 50% of a normal year.

Part of

this is also due to the fact that a 3/4 FTE position remained vacant
for one fourth of the year in this department.

The annual cataloqing

statistics will not, however, reflect this slowdown of cataloging
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due to the hiring of a temporary cataloging assistant to catalog
Spanish language and Indian materials for the Special Collections
Librarian.

It is the current cataloging of newly purchased acquisitions

that has fallen behind.
Budget
More than 119% of the book/serial budget {$205,748) was used to pay
for law serial renewals alone.

Another 18.5% of the book/serial

budget was used to purchase legal monographs.

The total volume of

payments made for books and serials this year exceeded the book/serial
budgeted amount by over 36%.

A total of 1207 monographic titles

were ordered at an estimated amount of $38,049 which would project
the average cost of a legal monograph title to $31.52.

There were

89 new serials titles purchased at $4,772.90 brining the average cost,
of new legal serials up to $53.62 per title.
Binding
The university binding contract was given to a binding company different
from the binder of the previous years.

This necessitated a transition

period and a number of holdups at the beginning of the year.

Besides

the standard inconveniences involved in such a change, the contracted
binder proved to be unsatisfactory in their performance.

\olorkmanship

was below quality in numerous bindings and quality control in their
operation seemed to be completely lacking as reflected in the number of
errors which had to be repeadedly sent back.

Misspellings were common

on spines of books, as was smeared stamping and split covers and paper.
As a result of this year's experience, the university Purchasing Dept.
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was convinced by all three libraries:

Law, Medicine, and the General

Library; to draw up a request for bid which would meet the specific
needs of the UNM campus libraries. This deviates from previous years
during which the University binding contract was traditionally awarded
to the company which got the State binding contract in Santa Fe.

A

number of meetings were held with the Purchasing Dept. buyer and
representatives of the three libraries.

Jerry Phillips, Lorraine

Lester, and Constancia Simpson were involved in setting requirements
to be included in the bid request.

At this time, the University contract

has been awarded to the former contract holder, New Mexico Bookbinders,
on a one year basis.
Processing
Approximately 9,600 items were handled by the Processing Dept. under
the supervision of Constancia Simpson with four work-study students.
Since the On-Line Circulation System has met with much delay, the
projected effects on in-house book processing were not yet experienced.
Serials
Several changes were experienced hy the Serials Department which reflected
administrative policies geared to our present economic situation.
It was decided that a major review of all serials was necessary in order
to identify possible cancellations to reduce our continually escalatinq
serials expenses.

A new decisions code was devised for each serial

record (A, B, and CAN; along with a numerical rating reflecting the
Reference staff's evaluation) and the systematic review of each serial

has begun.

We have made good use of the Circulation System database

in maintaining an on-line record of all serials decisions which is
"instantly" retrievable by letter code and/or letter code with numerical
ratings.

This access has already proven valuable to the Law Librarian

as well as useful in maintaining records of cancellations made in a
given time frame.

Another major decision made was to eventually drop the Congressional
Information Service [CIS] in favor of U.S. Government Printing Office
Depository microfiche of all congressional materials (hearings,
reports, documents, etc ..

The effect of that decision would be to

replace a commercial service approaching $12,000 per year with a
service supplied without cost as part of our Depository status privileqes.
Since there was a delay in GPO's implementation of this change, we will
have to maintain the CIS service for at least another year until we can
better judge the adequacy of the GPO microfiche.

The Assistant Technical Services :Librarian was requested to examine the
feasibility of t.he Law Library's adoption of the OCLC Serials Sub-system.
The final report is attached as Appendix A.

As a result of this report,

the Law Library will move ahead and incorporate the OCLC serials subsystem
into our serials management.

Special credit should go to Jerry Phillips

for his work in preparing this report.
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Latin American Law
The Special Collection on Latin American Law was the primary focus
of special collections work this year.

An area was temporarily

designated in the Library to house this collection, on the lower
floor next to the Indian Collection.

It is anticipated that when

the New Mexico Supreme and Appellate Courts' Records and Briefs
are replaced by microfilm, the space that is freed may be claimed
by the Latin American Law Collection.
Mexican Law Collection Development
Progress in the development of the Mexican Law Collection has been
steady .. With the intense effort of the Special Collections
Librarian, Susan Weeks, a core collection has been established.

Two

Porrua collections, The Basic Legal Library and the State/ .Federal
codes , were purchased in July, 1982 with the assistance of the UNM
Latin American Institute which contributed $1500 to the cost of
these materials.

The core collection is completely cataloged and

in the Latin American Law area.

A standing order has been set up

with Porrua in which we automatic.ally receive all new editions of
the codes, and may select any later editions of treatises which are
published in the Basic Legal Library Collection. First editions
in this collection will automatically be received on standing order.
From the Mexican Distributorship, M.A.C.H., selected legal monographs
have also been purchased.

In addition, a standing order was placed

with them for the Diario Oficial de Mexico (paper copy) and the
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Semanario Judicial de

~

federacion, the first being a daily 9azette

similar to our Federal Register and the latter being a weekly
publication of the federal court system useful in keeping track of
case law.

We will be ordering a microfilm copy of

the~.

through the Library of Congress, and will continue to receive the
paper copy for current reference.
Purchases in Mexican Law
Once again, the UNM Latin American Institute provided us with
an allocation of $1500 from the Institute's Library sub-committee.
Susan Weeks, as Special Collections Librarian of the Law Library,
maintained a membership on this sub-committee. The funding
facilitated the purchase of a rare Mexican legal periodical,

IL.f?ro~

This impressive nineteenth century periodical covers a five year gap
in the legislative reporting of the Semanario .. The library purchased
years 1873 to 1885 at a total cost of $2400.

During this fiscal

year, the Library spent approximately $6,500 on materials for the
Mexican Law Collection.

Over the period of the last two years,

the Latin American Institute's Library Subcommittee supplied $3,000
of this amount.
Spanish Language Materials in Mesa Vista Storage
The remaining boxes containing substantial Latin American materials
in storage at Mesa Vista Hall were brought to the Library.

Many of

the titles have been added to the Latin American Law Collection already.
Indian and Latin American Cataloging
Because the cataloging backlog of Spanish language and American Indian
law materials impeded the development of either collection, a catalogin9
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Assistant was hi red on a temporary basis.

David Bade worked as a

full-time cataloger from Sept. 27, 1982 to June 30, 1983.
During this time he cataloged 761 titles for the Latin American
Law Collection and 502 titles for the Indian Law Collection.
There are now approximately 1,200 volumes in the Latin American
Law Collection and the Indian cataloging backlog has been substantially
reduced.
American Indian Law Center
Consultation with the American Indian Law Center (AILC) about
collection development continued.

As in previous years, the

AILC was supplied with annotations of recent acquisitions in
the Indian collection by the Special Collections Librarian.
A grant proposal entitled Enhancing Permanency Outcome of Indian
Children Under Tribal Jurisdiction was funded for the AILC, covering
a 14 month period being July 1, 1983. Susan Weeks worked with
the manager of the grant, Nancy Tuthill, to establish the role of
the Law Library during this project. The AILC will assist Indian
tribes in drafting children's codes. The library's participation
will involve collecting and cata1oging the resulting codes and making
them available to tribes through interlibrary loan.

The Law Library

would then become a national repository for tribal children's codes.
Indian Collection Display Case

'

Plans for a display case were formulated with the assistance of a
consultant who met with the Law Librarian and Special Collections
Librarian.

It is anticipated that construction will begin sometime
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during FY 1983 when the bidding process is completed through the
UNM Purchasing Dept.
Pueblo Lands Board Microfilming Project
The Pueblo Lands Board Microfilming Project grant proposal was
withdrawn from the National Endowment for the Humanities.

The

records appear to be the property of the U.S. Justice o.ept. and
the National Endowment is restricted from funding any project that
falls within the purview of another Federal agency.

However,

the local B.I.A. office where the Pueblo Lands Board records are
housed, has been investigating the possibility of having a commercial
microfilming company film the records as a commercial venture so
that the company could market the records and the agency, Southern
Pueblos Agency, would bear no cost.

Susan Weeks accompanied

representatives of two local microfilmers and assisted in analyzing
the project for both the agency and the companies.
have occurred since then.

No new developments

The two companies involved are Southwest

Microfilms and Rio Grande Micrographics.
Law Library Microfilm Consortium's Native American Legal Materials
Collection
In the fall of 1980, the Law Library was asked to cooperate on a
microfilming project that was located in Hawaii.

The project entailed

filming the contents of the materials listed in the Hoover, Gasaway,
and Warden bibliography, American Indian Legal

Materials:~

Union List.

Under the supervision of the Special Collections Librarian, many
materials in our collection were retrieved from the Rare Book Room as
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well as the Lower Floor.-'a'Indian collection, boxed and shipped to Hawaii
for the filming.

Because of the staff time and effort involved in

supplying these materials to the project, the Consortium has

a~reed

to supply the Library with a complete set of the resulting microfilm
at no cost. These sets will be_commercially available at $4,250.
Gifts
A new policy was developed and adopted concerning gifts to the Library.
[Appendix C].

The Library will no 1anger make "unofficia 1 estimates

of current market value" of gifts received.

Donors wiJl be referred

to an appraiser if they require information for tax purposes.

The

Library will also screen potential gifts so that those of no value
can be avoided.

This year the Law Library received a total of 31 gifts.
· these were 676 volumes and 428 periodical issues.

Included in

Approximately 40%

of these were added to the collection and included looseleaf and
practitioners' materials purchased with gift money from the Law School
Alumni.

Materials not added were held for exchange, given to students

or discarded.
Policies Concerning Contents of the Rare Book Room, Caqe, and Archives
The Special Collections Librarian drafted guidelines concerning what
materials belonged in each of the three locations. These were subsequently
approved at Library Business Meetings [Appendix D,E,F].
Expansion of Rare Book Room
The possibility of expanding the Rare Book Room was raised by the
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Special Collections Librarian and studied by a committee composed of
Pat Wagner and Lorenzo Barela of the Library Reference Dept., Loren
Hines of the Circulation Dept., and Susan Weeks.

The Committee

made recommendations to the Library for short range and long range
expansion of the Rare Book Room.

A consultant from the University

Architect's Office was called in, and after meeting with different
members of the committee and walking through the areas to be modified,
he drew up several blueprint alternatives.

Lorraine Lester and

Susan Weeks attended a 1 l/2 day colloquium on library space planning
and had the opportunity to get the proposed plans analyzed by the
directors of the colloquium.

It was decrided, as a result of that

analysis, to do further study before expansion should take place.
The Library needs to reassess its needs in terms of long range goals
and priorities so that a functional plan can be made.

Expansion

needs of Reference and Automated Legai Research as well as other
library functions must be taken into account if a viable plan is to be
found.
Additions to Staff
Constancia Simpson , LTA II, Head of Processing 7-1-82*
Beth Malone, LTA II, Cataloging Assistant

10-4-82*

Victoriana Jaramillo, LTA I, Serials Asst.

9-15-82

Deletions from Staff
Anna Leyba, LTA I, Serials Assistant

8-13-82

*filled vacancies which occurred in FY 1981
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Temporary appointment
David Bade, LTA II, Cataloging Asst. to Special Collections
Librarian, 9-27-82 -- 6-30-83.

Professional Activities
Jerry Phillips served as Secretary of the New Mexico Depository Library
Council; he was nominated to be Secretary-Treasurer of the On-Line
Bibliographic Services Special Interest Section of the American
Association of Law Libraries.

In November, 1982 as part of his investiqation

of the OCLC serials subsystem, he observed the serials system first-hand
as Texas Tech University Library, Lubbuck City/County Library, Austin College
Library, and University of Texas Latin American Collection Library, Austin.
In addition, he completed 6 more hours of graduate history courses in
partial fulfillment of the Masters Degree in History.

Susan \>leeks was a member of the Latin American Institute's Library
Subcommittee for the year.

She served as Special Projects Chairperson

for the Rio Grande Chapter of Special Libraries Association, and
attended the Joint Colloquium on ·space Planning for Special Libraries
held in Abiquiu, N.M. in May, 1983, for which she handled all local
arrangements.

She attended Chapter meetings in Socorro and Santa Fe

and toured the New Mexico Institute of Mines and Technology and the
New Mexico Bureau of Mines.

She is a member of the Seminar on the

Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials (SALALM), Special
Libraries Association, American Association of Law Libraries, and
the Greater Albuquerque Library Association (GALA}.

In 1983, she

was accepted into UNM School of Law and will enter her 1st year in 8-83.
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Lorraine Lester served this year as President of the Rio Grande Chapter
(State Chapter) of Special Libraries Association. and as such attended
the Winter Meeting, Jan. 1983, in Newport Beach, California and the
Annual Meeting of SLA in New Orleans, June, 1983.

In addition she

presided over the four Chapter Meetings held in conjunction with programs
of interest to special librarians:

A workshop on Serials Management

in Albuquerque, Oct. 1982; A presentation of the publishing program and
research activities of the New Mexico Bureau of Mines at NMIMT in
Socorro, N.M., and a presentation on electronic publishing offered
jointly by the On-Line Roundtable of New Mexico Library Association
and the SLA Rio Granoe Chapter, in Santa Fe, April, 1983. She attended
the Joint Colloquium on Space Planning for Special Libraries which was
presented by both the Rio Grande Chapter of SLA (N.M.) and the Rocky
Mountain Chapter of SLA (Colorado) held May, 1983 at Ghost Ranch in
Abiquiu, N.M .. She attended an AMIGOS sponsored workshop in Santa Fe on
April 29th concerning reference use of OCLC.

Ms. Lester and her husband

have recently purchased the rights to producing the index to the
Albuquerque Journal and are currently involved in this indexing activity.

Pat Lloyd and Tom Huesemann toured the State Records and Archives Office
in Santa Fe in March, 1983)

~eth

al~ng

with Constancia Simpson.

Malone attended an AMIGOS sponsored workshop on descriptive cataloging

hald at the General UNM Library in November, 1982.
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Future Activities

It is expected that the On-Line Circulation/Inventory Control system
will remain in focus this coming year.

In addition, the advent of

the OCLC serials subsystem will demand the attention of Jerry Phillips,
Lorraine Lester, and Victor Whitmore in the preliminary creation
of the serials database.

The vacancy of the Special Collections Librarian will remain unfilled
due to budgetary restrictions, and we will attempt to allocate
critical parts of this position to members of the library staff
and leave the remainder of the duties in
until the position is once again filled.

te~porary

postponement

We have been extremely

fortunate to have had Susan Weeks in this position.

Through her

energies and abilities, she has involved the Law Library in a number
of innovative projects and created liaisonships with a number of
other agencies with which we need to keep contact.
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Appendix A

REPORT ON OCLC SERIALS SUBSYSTEM
Jerry Phillips, Asst. Tech Services Librarian
The OCLC Serials Subsystem, in use since 1975, is designed to
"provide participating institutions with on-line inventory control of
serials publications" (Serials Control Users Manual, 1979 Revision, p.l).
When the subsystem is fully operational (anticipated date is 1985), it
will include four components:

1. Check-in; 2. Automatic Claiming;

3. Bindery Control; and 4. Union Listing.

At the present time only the

check-in and union list functions are operational.

The automatic claim

function is scheduled to become operational in mid-1983.

Bindery

control, according to OCLC, has the lowest priority and estimates as to
when it will be available range from 1983-85.

While the impact of automation has forever altered the library functions
of cataloging, interlibrary loan, and acquisitions from their traditional
practice to one of data processing and management, serials control has
"stayed the course" and has maintained its system of Kardex files,
inaccurate bibliographic methods and non-uniform serial practices that
vary from library to library and from Serials Librarian to Serials Librarian.

The traditional Serials Librarian argues that serials management is too
complex and too irregular to be transformed into a computer assisted
system, and it seems at present that their arguments are falling on
receptive ears.

Presently there are only a handful of libraries across

the United States which are using the system.

Our regional OCLC network,

AMIGOS, has four:

Texas Tech University, New Mexico State University,

Austin College, and the Lubbock City-County Public Library.

In addition

the literature is full of anti-serials automation articles.

Examples

of such material include Karen Roughton's "Thinking of OCLC Serials
Control? Read This,"

T~Serials

Librarian, v.7, no.l (Fall, 1982);

and Huibert Paul's two part article "Automation of Serials Check-in:
Like Growing Bananas in Greenland," The Serials Librarian, v.7, no.2-3,
(Spring, 1982) and v.7, no.4 (Summer, 1982).

Both articles compare

automated serials control to manual serials control and argue that
automated serials control, at present, does not match the versatility and
ease of use as manual systems.

In order to see for myself, some of the problems that have been incurred
in attempting to automate serials control, I visited several libraries
which have had experience with the OCLC Serials subsystem.

The libraries

visited were three of the four AMIGOS participants (Texas Tech University,
Austin College, and Lubbock City/County Public Library) as well as two
libraries which ran test programs with the OCLC Subsystem and decided
against its use (Texas Woman's University, and the University of Texas
Latin American Collection in Austin).

It was interesting to note that

the two libraries which decided against the subsystem echoed the antiautomation articles with remarkable similarity; the attitudes of the
librarians who chose the new system were entirely different.

Texas Tech University made the decision in 1975 to go with the system
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without a trial period.

According to Carol Kelley, the Serials

Librarian at Texas Tech, they simply "bit the bullet" and began
transfering their manual serials record to the OCLC subsystem.

She feels

that there are no major problems with the present subsystem as far as
check-in and union listing is concerned, but did express her concerns
with the attitudes of traditionally trained librarians to the new
system.

Some librarians never could accept the subsystem and left

Tech, but over the eight years of Serials subsystem experience, Tech
has acquired a serials staff that is totally committed to the subsystem
and make it work for them no matter how complex the problem.
·is very clear.

The result

Texas Tech has the best serial management system that

I have ever seen.

Their bibliographic records are text book perfect

(there are no exceptions or local oversight of correct serials procedure).
Title changes are handled according to AACR2, check-in records reflect
the element to be checked in and not just simply the title; (for example,
the record for Code of Federal Reaulations has a check-in record for
each title of the CFR -- a procedure that allows for total control over
this notorious serial.

A manual file which attempted to handle CFR in

a similar fashion would be burdened by having over fifty check-in cards
for this one bibliographic title!)

In addition, at Texas Tech, errors

are handled quickly and efficiently and check-in is fast.
prior to mail delivery, there

was~

backlog.

On a Monday,

Every piece of serial

material had been checked in and routed to its proper destination.

A

good comparison with a library of comparable size is Zimmerman Library
(1,000,000 volumes plus) where the backlog is of considerable proportions.

I
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The Tech serials. staff, which has been reduced somewhat by the adYent
of the subsystem, are well trained, excited, and approach their jobs with
a vigor seldom seen in most libraries.

To Tech librarians, the

serials subzystem is as indispensable to library functions as the OCLC
cataloging subsystem.

Austin College, located at Sherman, Texas, has been involved with the
serials subsystem since 1978. The college library is of similar size
as the UNM Law Library with about the same number of serial titles
{1500 to 2000).

The Librarian, Gene Gibson, began creation of Local

Data Records {the computer equivalent of a serial card) in 1978 and
completed the conversion of the Austin College serial file to computer
format in less than three years.

She reported no problems with the

conversion process, but it must be mentioned that the serial collection
at Austin is of a very general nature and would be expected to cause
less problems than would be encountered at larger or more specialized
1ibraries.

Austin College's serial management is very impressive.

The staff has

the same commitment to excellence as does Tech, and sees the Serials
subsystem as indispensable.

Austin's serials staff has remained the

same (1 FTE professional and 1 FTE library assistant).
Tech there is no backlog in serials check-in.

to

As with Texas

Austin College is committed

computer assisted library functions and participates in the OCLC
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serials subsystem, the OCLC acquisitions subsystem, and is very
interested in the DataPhase circulation system.

It was impressive to

note that the only paper files kept in the technical services area of the
college library was the shelflist (which will be eliminated once the library
goes on-line with their choice of an inventory control system).
card catalog is COMCAT [microfiche].

The

Their experience with the serials

subsystem as well as with the other OCLC subsystems has been very satisfactory.

The Lubbock City-County Public Library has been on the Serials subsystem
for about six months and are now actively involved in creatinq their
Local Data Records (LOR), and could only base their impressions on a very
short period of use.

At the time of my visit they were creating LOR's

beginning with "C" and were therefore maintaining a traditional manual
system as well as the OCLC Serials subsystem.

Their reactions so far

were very favorable, and they were looking forward to the day when their
manual serial file could be totally retired.

They estimated it would

take about two years to convert their approximately 500 serial records
to OCLC format.

At all three libraries, the reception to the Serials subsystem 11as in
dramatic contrast to the complaints and fears voiced in the various
anti-automation articles as well as at the two libraries which did not
stay with the system:

Texas Homan's University and the University of

Texas Latin American Collection.

My reaction to all the remarks, both
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favorable and negative, was that the common denominator behind the
various opinions was dependent on the librarians' attitudes to the
system.

Those Serial Librarians who were convinced that the subsystem

was not going to work at their library still maintain the conventional
manual system; those librarians who felt that the subsystem could make
important contributions to serials management in their libraries have
accepted the subsystem and have successfully integrated it into the
total library operation.

I am convinced that the OCLC Serials subsystem can make important
contributions to our library's bibliographic control.

The following

section will outline the parameters of those contributions.

CHECK-IN COMPONENT
The check-in component comprises three functions:
1. On-line maintenance of detailed holdings statements
2. Prediction of next expected issue and arrival date
3. Automatic update of holdings statement
The serial Local Data Record (LDR.) serves the same purpose as the manual
serial card; that is, it provides the library with an on-line display
of data necessary for all aspects of inventory control for each copy
of a given serial.

Two types of information are contained on an LOR:

(1) bibliographic identification and (2) local information necessary
for control of that bibliographic item.
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Identification of the bibliographic item can consist of the following:
(1) the serial's author, (2) title, (3) key title, (4) ISSN, (5) CODEN, (6)
frequency and regularity. (See Figure 1 [area boxed in red]).
The local serial information comprises both fixed fields and variable
fields.

The fixed field (See figure 1 [area underlined in blue]) identifies the

holding library or location, the copy number, the form of reproduction, subscription status and loan period.
Presently the variable fields (See Figure 1 [area boxed in green]) comprise
eight tags identified by a four-letter mnemonic:
CLNO - Call Number
LOCN - Location (This field will normally duplicate the information in
fixed field "Hld lib")
FUND - The fund with which the serial was purchased or identification
of gift source. This field could be used for the source of
the Serial.
RMKS - The Remarks field contains any instructions or notes not found
elsewhere in the LDR. This field is repeatable and it is my
suggestion that pay information could be kept in this field.
DEFN - The Definition field. This field allows for the assigning of
descriptive terms that identify each successive level in the
hierarchy of an item (volume~ part~ number, etc.), There are
seven sub field codes: "v", "p", 11 q", "r", "s" 1 "t", and "u"
which describe seven hierarchical levels. For example subfield
code "v" relates to the first hierarchical division (volume),
subfield code "p" describes the second hierarchical division
(part or number); subfield code "q" describes the third hierarchical division, etc.
This field is probably the most important
variable field in the subsystem format since all holdings information are in terms of numerics; it is important for ease of
reading that each subfield code be explained correctly. No
subfield codes are implicit--all subfield codes used must be
defined in the DEFN field.
NEXT - The Next expected issue field. This field is desc~ibed in
terms of the hierarchical pattern defined in DEFN. One
additional subfield code, "d11 1 is defined for this field describing the date on which the next issue is expected to arrive.
For example: -o-v30 :fp5 ':j:.d 830501 would be read as vol. 301 no.
5 (of any given serial) is expected to be received in the
library on May 1, 1983. The NEXT field is important in that
it is the field that keys the automatic check-in function as
well as initiating the automatic claims function (not yet
available)
CRHD - The Current Holdings field is a detailed description of the
exact items held for a given subscription. This field lists
only recent unbound holdings described in terms of the hierarchical pattern defined in DEFN. When it is necessary to supplement
the information in CRHD, subfield "y" may be used to help further
interpret the information; for example: -;:v 5 :loP 1-2 :Fy 1973-74
is read: vol. 5, no. 1 thru 2 covering the years 1973-1974 have
been received.

!
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The handling of missing items of a run are described by the
use of subfield "m'' when missing elements are fewer in
number than the elements held or the use of a comma (,)when
more elements are missing than have been received. Examples:
-:1:: v 45 :;!.·p 1-36 -;tm [ v 45 :1:-P 23] is read: Except for no.
23, numbers 1-36 of volume 45 of any given serial have been
recei,red.

:P v 40 :fp 1 i=q 1,6 :l=p 2 -;j::q 1-4 -:Fp 3 ~ 3,4 is read:
For volume 40, part 1, only issues 1 & 6 have been received; for
volume 40, part 2, issues 1 thru 4 have been received; for volume
40, part 3, only issues 3 & 4 have been received.

RTHD - The Retrospective holdings field.

This field is also described
in terms of the hierarchical patterns defined in DEFN? and identifies items held from the beginning of the run up to but not including those items identified in CRHD. In our library, the RTHD
field will be used to identify only bound volumes of a serial run.
Holdings are listed as inclusive entries. For example:
v 1-10 states that volumes 1 thru 10 of a serial run are held
by the library. The handling of missing items of a retrospective
run can be described using the procedures used for listing missing
items in the CRHD field. For example::f-v 1-45 .:1:-m [ v 1 -J::.p r
:fv 23 :f:p 6] is read: vo 1. 1, no. 1 and vol. 23, no. 6 are mis'iing;
otherwise volumes 1 thru 45 of a serial are complete.
:):: v.3 ::j:p 11 3 :::f:.v7 -::l=p 4-6 ::i=v 8-10 :Fp 1-6 -::t;.v 12 =f=.p 4 is read
Vol. 3, pts. 1 & 3; vol. 71 pts. 4,5,6; vol. 8 & 9 are complete;
vol. 10, pts, 1, 2, 3 1 4 1 5 1 6; and vol. 12, no. 4 are held by the
library.

At present the CIMS "Claims" and BNDG "Binding" functions have not been fully
described by OCLC. In general, however, the Claims field (CLMS) wi.ll provide
specifications for the claiming component of the Serials Sub-system and the
Binding field (BNDG) will do the same for the binding control component.
PROCEDURE
The actual process that is used to check-in a particular issue of a serial is
quite simple.

The issue which is described in the NEXT field is transferred to the

CRDH field by hitting the update key on the keyboard.

If the item described in

the NEXT field is not the item to be checked-in, a manual override is used to
check in the issue; any missing issues will be claimed manually at the time of
discovery until the automatic claims function can be fully implemented.
One important feature of the Serials Sub-system is the capability to tag each
serial in the library allowing for a periodic report of activity.

This will

effectively alleviate the problem of lapsed serials because each serial, if no
action has been recorded, will produce an "action request" which will key the
operator to either suspect a missing issue or a lapsed subscription,

This will

give the library total control of all serial titles.

A complete description of the operation of the subsystem is difficult
because hands-on experience is a prerequisite for full understanding.
Suffice it to say that the manual serial procedures used by most
Serials Librarians are now described in terms of a computer assisted
system.

OCLC provides an intensive training period for those of the

staff who will be using the system.
Union Listing
An added feature of the OCLC Serials subsystem is the UNION LIST function
which will allow us access to the

up-to~date

participating Serials subsystem librarians.

serial record of all
In addition, several on-line

serials union lists are available, with Mid-American Association of Law
Libraries Union List of Serials (MAUL) being the most significant for
our use.

The participating libraries in MAUL are:
Creighton University Law Library
Drake University Law Library
Oklahoma City University Law Library
Oral Roberts University Law Library
Saint Louis University Law Library
Southern Illinois University Law Library
University of Arkansas at Little Rock Law Library
University of Illinois Law Library'
University of Kansas Law Library
University of Missouri, Columbia Law Library
University of Missouri, Kansas City Law Library
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Law Library
University of Oklahoma Law Library
University of Tulsa Law library
Washburn University Law library
Hashington University (St. Louis) Law Library

Although MAUL does not reflect up-to-date serial holdings, the on-line

-

'

)

'

list is updated frequently enough to offer better access to supplementary
collections than we presently enjoy.

The impact on interlibrary loan

service would probably be positively affected.

'
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ft THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DAn:Sept, 15, 1982

To:

Myron Fink

FROM:

Susan Weeks

sua,Ecr:

The acceptance of gifts in this library.
At this t.irre, I would like to rewrite our gift policy so that i t is in accord
with the University's policies as found in the Regents 1 Manual and the Faculty
Handbook. In the latter publication, p. G-28, Appendix A: Policy Relating to
Acceptance of Gifts to University Libraries, Museums and Galleries, the folla-.ring
infot11'ation appears:
Becau':le the University cannot properly accept gifts of materials that
it will be unable to use, house, display, or dispose of as the case
may be, it is necessary ~at each offered gift be considered rrost
carefully to determine that both the gift itself and the te:r:ms an:l
conditions under which it is given are in conformance with the policies
herein established.
For practical reasons, the folla-.ring classes of gifts should be regarded as unacceptable:
1. Gifts of little or no usefulness to the University's program for
instruction, research or public service.
2. Gifts requiring ccmnitrrents of space for exhibition and/or
storage disproportionate to the inherent usefulness of the gifts.
For the above reasons, the Law Library will refuse all such gifts that are
unacceptable, i.e. all that cannot be added to our collection or given to a
deserving institution (such as NMSU at Grants). The Library staff is encouraged
to info:tm any prospectiye donors that they should consult with the Gift & Exchange
Librarian before bestcwing a gift upon us. The Gift & Exchange Librarian will
then detennine the acceptability of the gifb.> Only those gifts that are added
to our collection will be reported to the D:velopnent Office.
When a donor requests an "unofficial estimate" of the current market value of
his/her gift for tax purposes, he/she will be infomed that any donation worth
$200 or less may be claimed as a deduction without an accompanying appraisal.
i'ihen the value is above this arrount, he/she will be referred to an appraiser outside of the Library. The Gift & Exchange Librarian will not appraise gifts
because of the legal liabilities which this action could bring about.

.. "·

Appendix D
RARE BOOK COLLECTION CRITERIA, revised 11/23/82
Note:

I.

II.

III.

2030

Generally, materials to be retained in this collection, or selected
for it, will be subject-related to the main collection, or to one of
the special collections.

Materials having imprint dates listed below will automatically be placed
in the rare book collection. Session laws, compiled laws, and court
reports, which are part of serial runs possibly belonging in the library's
working collection, will be reviewed independently,
A.

Monographic material before 1800.

B.

Monographic material printed in the U.S. before 1870.

C.

Monographic material printed in Latin America before 1850.

D.

Serial publications printed 1n the U.S. or elsewhere before 1820.

E.

All manuscript material retained for research purposes.

Monographic material meeting one or more of the following criteria will
be considered for the rare book collection.
A.

Monographic material with a New Mexico imprint o'f 1912 or earlier.
(Only selected materials in this category will be housed in the Rare
Book Room. Others will be kept in the Cage.)

B.

Rarity: Limited number of copies in existence, relative to the
importance of the material.

c.

Scarcity on the used book market, requiring lengthy and expensive
search to locate another copy, with no reprint available.

D.

Fragility.

Additional considerations which may influence a decision.
A.

Cost: the dollar amount in relation to the average value of items
in the rare book collection:

B.

Autographs of, or previous ownership by, persons important in history-regional, national, or world-wide.

C.

Imprints later than those listed in I and II, which are out of print,
dealing with the school's subject areas or with the region, and which
are first editions.

Note:

The collection of land grant materials, classed LAND, is shelved in
the Rare Book Room in its entirety, since most of the items are covered by I.C, II.B, or II.C.

..

/
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Appendix E

CAGE CDLLEcriON CRITERIA, Dec. 17, 1982

Note:

M:lterials to be retained in this collection will be Ne..; Mexico materials
for \·lhich the Library has deerred that security rreasures need to be taken
either because of the materials' historical value or rarity on the current
market.

The follo.ving historical materials will be housed in the Cage:
l.

~bncgraphic

Jl\3terial with a NG!N ~xico imprint of 1912 or earlier whidl
is not housed in the Rare Book Room. 1 copy o:f pre 1912 monographs
which are duplicates of ones in the Rare Bock ROcril.-

II. Serial publications with a New Mexico imprint of 1912 or earlier.
in these materials are

A.

Early House and Sen.ate journals

B.

Early Constitutional materials (dating from around 1910

c.

Early legislative and judicial materials such as rule::;

D.

Early canpiled laws and

E.

Early session laws.

t.~rough

Included

1917)

No nore than 1 copy of each of the above, in English and ip Spanish, will be
kept in the Cage.
The following materials which duplicate ones in the working New Mexico Collection
'ilill be housed in the Cage:
I.

II.

Ill.

-

Ne1.; 1:-leXico Reports ( Only 1 set will be housed in the Cage.
will be kept in the archival storage area.)

Extra copies

Replaced sets of the Naw Mexioc Statutes with the oost recent pocket supplementation in sets plus 1 copy of other replaced pocket supplementation.
(r:.a;dmun of 1 copy of each set and supplerrentation)
Current and back issues of the Natural Resources Journal and the New
M:!xico Law Review (6 copies of current NRJ and 10 copies of the NMLR,
as per the policies decided on June 6, 1980, were foJ:Irerly housed in the
Cage. Fran na.; on, 5 copies of the NR1 and 9 copies of the NMLR will be
kept in the archival storage area and only 1 copy of each kept in the Cage.)

1 copy of materials which duplicate those housed in the Rare Book Rocm will be
kept in the Cage. Other copies will be housed in the archival storage area.

'

""'I
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Appendix F

CREATION OF AN AROii\11\.L STORAGE AREA

The storage room behind the sea:md office on the lcuer floor will be
turned into an archival storage area. The folla.,ring materials will be
reprocessed or cataloged before being noved to this area:
I.

Any materials that duplicate those housed in the Cage

II.

'Ihe filnE presently housed in the cage

III.

5 copies of the NRJ and 9 of the NMLR (see cage Criteria, Dec. 17, 1982)
1 copy of all other printed materials originating in the l<M school
(annotmcerrents, catalogs, prograrrs, etc. , excluding unpublished class
materials)

IV.

V.

Any unique materials (existing in only one copy, or in a very limited
number of cop±es, such as the Olavez decisions and the building rrove
papers)
· ·-

VI.

Any materials of significance to the local or state legal ca:mrunity which

are given to us to preserve (State Bar materials?)
VII.

VIII.

Professors' papers (copies of addresses, off-prints of articles published)
Annual reports and budgets, beyond the period when these are retained

in the office of the law school secretary.

~
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LAH LIBRARY STATISTICS 1982/83

Number of cataloged volumes on June 30, 1982
Number of volumes added (net) in 1982-83
Number of cataloged volumes on June 30, 1983
Number of periodical titles being received at end,l982/83
Number of other serial titles being received at end, 1982/83
Other processed materials added:
Government publications (new title vo1umes only)
Maps
Microfilm (reels)
Microfiche (pieces)

166,844
5,656
172,500

964
2,424
209 + 176 fiche
0

16
18,541

Number of new titles cataloged

2,766

Volumes added (gross)
By purchase (includes serials added volumes)
By gift and exchange
By binding of periodicals
By US government Depository (new titles)
By New Mexico State Depository (new titles)
From Storage
Binding
Books
Periodicals
Other (rebinds)

6,402
4,341
325 (new titles)
1,035
153 + 176 fiche
44
504

Photographic Services (photocopy prints)

38
1,035
57
1,301,307

Circulation
Number of regular loans
17' 130
11 ,605
Number of reserve transactions
4,530
Desk reserve
4,076
Class reserve
3,017
Miscellaneous (video; audio, exams, etc.)
Number of Interlibrary Loans
190
Loaned
239
Requested but not loaned
137
Photocopied by Law Library
89
Borrowed by Law Library
70
Photocopied for Law Library
Total requests by Law Library including not filled 181
566
Total requests from other libraries " "
"
Hours of student assistance
On library budget
On Work-study
Number of regular staff members (FTE)
Professional
Clerical
Technical

415
13,740

6.0
7.25
11.75

;
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LAW LIBRARY STATISTICS

-2- 1982/83

Cost of renewal of serial services
and backfil es
Cost of new serial titles
(average cost per serial: $53.62)
Cost of new monographs
(average cost per monogaph: $31.52
Cost of OCLC on-line cataloging

240,864.66

Supplies and Expenses
Equipment and Furniture
Binding
Salaries
Student Assistants
Other

63,984.85
1,500.00
9,259.80
404,218.28
13,927.76
1,702.00

4,777.90
38,049.56
9,920.67

I5T.T "G"

ft THE UNIVERSITY OF ~EW MEXICO
DATE:

November 4, 1982

to your attached requests
(1) Charge for lost books
Present library policies being followed at all other UNM libraries are
described in the following excerpt from Zimmerman's official library
policies manual (63 GLOB v.S, no.l6 10/17/80, page. 3, para. VI.2):
"2. Patrons will be billed for the price of the book, which will be
determined using the latest information on the average price for
books in an appropriate subject area, the maximum amount of the
fine which has been accumulated, and a mandatory $5.00 processing
fee. Fines and the processing fee will stand even if the item
is later returned, but may be cleared through work done in the
library. The price of the book must be paid or a replacement
copy will be accepted in lieu of the cost of the book,"
My suggestion is that we could amend the above for our purposes as follows:
"Patrons will be billed for the price of the book, which will
be determined by the present ~ of the book, a $10.00 surcharge
if the book is Out of Print and therefore not replaceable, and
a $5.00 processing fee. If the patron ultimately returns the
book before it is replaced by the library, only the processing fee
must be paid. However, the total price of the book and all
applicable fees must be paid after the library has reolaced the
book, regardless of whether the book is returned or not.
The Law Library will not use fines in any form other than the
fees described above. 11
My reasons are: (1) Processing fees would discourage patrons from using
the library as a "book ordering service" - in other words, a penalty
for non-return of books makes the books more expensive than they would be
is purchased directly from publisher or book store; and (2) such a policy
would have resulted in an additional $1,000 to 1,500 revenue to the library
during fiscal year 1981-82, (based on 210 lost books).
(2) Photocooving billing rates
Presently, our billing rates seem to be fair and equitable, with one possible
exception. We could increase the amount we bill for copies made by profitmaking firms (mostly law firms) from 15¢ per exposure to 20¢ per exposure.
Impact on income would be roughly as follows:
would be
presently
8,000 to 12,000 copies bill per month

$1,200-1,800

$1,600-2,400

One consideration would be whether or not this would result in any reduction in
overall total of copies billed by law firms. My sense is that it wouldn't,
since law firms generally bill their clients at between 15¢ and 50¢ for copies.

,--------

~-

OVERDUE STATISTICS
Number of books billed for since June 30, 1981:
29 lawyers
35 general public
64 TOTAL
Debts since June 30, 1981:

$417.15 lawvers total
231.50 paid or cancelled ($12 paid; 219.50 cancelled)
185.65 OUTSTANDING DEBTS AGAINST ATTORNEYS
$350.00 general public total
84.00 paid or cancelled ($73 paid; $11 cancelled)
266.00 OUTSTANDING DEBTS AGAINST GENERAL PUBLIC

TOTAL COST OF BOOKS BILLED FOR:
COST CANCELLED:
'
COST PAID:
OUTSTANDING DEBTS:

$767.15
230.50
85.00
451.65

